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The University of Calgary
Abstract
Nonnian Perversions
by Meaghan Rondeau

This thesis is astudy of three sections of Nonnus' Dionysiaca, each of which.
exemplifies Nonnus' practice of perverting genres, motifs, and prior works of literature.
In the first chapter, Nonnus' six references to Homer are considered'in.he light of their
surrounding context. The resulting conclusion—that Nonnus wishes his epic to be
everything Homer's poems are not—is then applied to four significant passages of
Dionysiaca 24 and 25. The second chapter is centred upon ap&ssage of foreshadowing at
the beginning of Nonnus' Pentheus episode whose close verbal and thematic ties to
Euripides' Bacchae deceptively suggest that Nonnus will follow the play closely when he
later narrates the foreshadowed events. The final chapter is adiscussion of the Aura
epyllion, in which Nonnus takes his predilection for perversion to the extreme, inverting
acommon literary motif and inflicting it upon acharacter whO cannot tolerate its
consequences.
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I
INTRODUCTION

The Dionysiaca of Nonnus is an audacious,' tasteless, 2 and ambitiously
loquacious 3 epic. Nonnus himself, Isuspect, would not only agree with this statement but
take it as acompliment, an indication that he had successfully accomplished what he set
out to achieve. Critics who write, off his poem because it has these qualities are making a
mistake, but an understandable one. Homer taught the Greeks and Romans what an epic
was supposed to be, and, today, he teaches scholars the same thing. 'He is, and always
has been, the standard of measurement for writers and readers of epic. When measured by
the Homeric yardstick, Nonnus is quite likely the most incompetent epic poet of all time,
because it appears that, compared to Homer, he is woefully terrible at everything. He
fails at creating abrave and wise hero. He fails at constructing asmoothly-flowing
narrative. 4 He fails at maintaining proper epic seriousness. And beneath each of these
glaring failures lurk countless sub-travesties. (Hischaracters don't talk to each other! 5
There is an awful lot of lechery !6) If we tried hard enough, reading this poem with a
stern Homeric eye, we could probably find aproblem with evry line.
But that would be amisguided and unhelpful approach to the poem. Nonnus is
not an incompetent attempted imitator of Homer. He did have Homer's yardstick with
him the whole way through—not because he wished to write aproper (i.e. imitation
Homeric) poem, but because he wished to do the opposite. And Homer's standard was

'Chamberlayne (1916) 42.
in Rouse (1940) vol. 2, 274, note b.
Hopkinson (1994c) 122.
"Vian (1976) XVIII: "On ne doit donc pas s'attendre

2Rose,

harmonieuse."

atrouver dans l'oeuvre une architecture

Wifstrand (1933) 142.
in fact, that Winkler wrote an entire Ph.D. dissertation about it.

6Enough,
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not the only one that Nonnus had in his line of sight as he worked: perversions of nearly
every ancient genre of writing, literary motif, and poet can be found in the Dionysiaca. It
is as an inverter of his sources, primarily but not exclusively Homer, that Nonnus shows
his cleverness and originality, producing antiquity's most unexpected epic.
The poem is also, of course, aproduct of its time. Writing in the fifth century, 7
Nonnus had access to works written in awide variety of literary genres and was
influenced by the popular writers of late antiquity. 8 Much of the Dionysiaca's selfprofessed 7totKt?ia 9 is aresult of Nonnus' enthusiasm for incorpcirating the
characteristics of so many types of writing, and the work of so many writers, into his
epic.
Nonnus and Homer: not only the title of an important article by Neil Hopkinson,
but also the most discordant of the Panopolitan's paradoxical pairings. Nonnus mentions
Homer six times in his poem, and there are many scenes therein which earlier scholars
view as imitations of passages from the Iliad or Odyssey. Hopkinson, however,
interpreting Nonnus' references to Homer as indicative of desire to emulate and surpass
his poetic predecessor, goes on to argue that this desire is exeinplified in certain
significant passages of the Dionysiaca. Viewing Nonnus' method from this angle gives
the reader amuch more enlightening and accurate perspective on the poet's policy, and
gives Nonnus some well-earned respect. But Ido not support Hopkinson's view that
each of the epic's references to Homer contains emulation or rivalry. When viewed in
their surrounding contexts, all six of them prove to be uncomplimentary and hint at a
Vian (1976) I-XVII, discusses this, hypothesizing 450-470 (XVII) as Nonnus' likely floruit. See also
Shorrock (200 1) 1; Rose in Rouse (1940) vol. 1, vii; Hopkinson (1994c) 121.
8 Cf. Vian (1976) XLV-XLVI for alist of these.
1.12 itond2ov
(1976) XXX.

9 Dion.

5jtvov &páGQO). Cf. Hopkinson (1994b) 10-12, Shorrock (2001) 21-22, Vian
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practice of perversion. Throughout the poem, Nonnus does everything Homer does not;
his goal is to be the anti-Homer, and the most noticeably Homer-inspired passages of the
poem that have been viewed as imitations of Homer, or (as Hopkinson suggests)
emulative attempts to surpass him, are in fact inversions of their Homeric counterparts.
Chapter 1is an explanation of how each of Nonnus' six references to Homer is antiHomeric by virtue of its content, context, or both, followed by an analysis of how
Nonnus' relationship with Homer plays out in four important Homer-inspired passages in
books 24 and 25, his epic's centre.
Another poet with whom Nonnus has complicated connections is Euripides.
Books 44 through 46 are Nonnus' tragedy-length' ° reworking of the Bacchae. Nowhere
else in the epic does he make such extensive, continual use of one poet's work, and that it
is the work of aplaywright, though perhaps an unexpected move from the reader's
standpoint, does make sense: firstly, the Bacchae is by far Greek literature's most famous
Dionysiac work; and secondly, Nonnus has afondness for writing in avariety of genres.
But, as with Homer, Nonnus does not merely retell Euripides' story. Chapter 2is a
detailed look at one very small part of "Nonnus' Bacchae," lines 44.46-79 and the
subsequent passages of book 46 to which they are linked. Iselected this material for
discussion because it is an excellent demonstration of Nonnus' typical approach to
another writer's work. What we learn from analyzing it is applicable not only to many
other aspects of Nonnus' Pentheus episode but also to his use of other authors (including
Homer).
In lines 44.46-79, Nonnus describes aprophetic dream Agave has had years ago.
There is, of course, no such dream in Euripides; in Nonnus, however, these occur
10

As Hopkinson 1994c (12 1) has noted.
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frequently. But although the dream itself is anew addition to the story which the reader,
by the t
i
me she has arrived at book 44, will recognize as another manifestation of a
popular Nonnian motif, its content, while foreshadowing Pentheus' death to Agave,
seems also to foreshadow to the reader that Nonnus' version of Pentheus' death will
happen just as it does in the Bacchae. Lines 44.46-79 contain copious verbal and
thematic echoes of the play, which, taken together, give the impression that Nonnus
intends to imitate Euripides. As it turns out, however, the real-life versions of the dream
events earlier recounted by Agave, which occur in book 46, are inverse Nonnian
variations of the Euripidean scenes on which they are based. Nonnus shows his
familiarity with the Bacchae' slanguage and themes in book 44, in order to set up what
proves to be an effective and surprising contrast between Euripiles' version of the story
and his own.
The final chapter is adiscussion of the Dionysiaca's final book, in which Nonnus
creates the ultimate perversion. Her name is Aura. She is afollower of Artemis and
mythology's most determined virgin; Nonnus turns her into a"rapist" of Artemis and
mythology's least maternal mother. The story of Aura is adisturbing reversal of a
common ancient literary motif, in which agirl progresses from maidenhood to
motherhood in five steps. Homer's Nausicaa (Odyssey 6) and Tyro (Odyssey 11),
Aeschylus' Jo (Prometheus Bound), and Moschus' Europa, despite their widely-varying
circumstances and attitudes about marriage/motherhood, all experience this five-step
transition, and they all accept their fate once they have given birth.
But Nonnus has intentionally created acharacter who cannot accept hers. She has
adream that foretells the loss of her virginity and reacts with averbal and visual assault
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on Artemis as the two bathe in ariver: she fondles the goddess' breasts, accuses her of
having amaternal appearance, and provides her with alist of potential husbands. As
punishment for this strange sacrilege, Aura is raped and impregnated by Dionysus.
Whereas most maidens in myth are able, even despite having been raped, to settle down
and raise their children, Aura, upon giving birth, becomes even more adamant in her
refusal of maternity, and the story descends into chaos, ending with Nonnus' final insult
to Aura: her metamorphosis into afountain.
The inverted echoes of Homer's epics in books 24 and 25, the tragic Pentheus
episode of books 44-46, and the Aura epyllion of book 48 may seem too unrelated to
belong together in asingle thesis; this is why Ichose them. Regardless of which author,
genre, or motif Nonnus is employing at the moment, his policy remains the same. This
consistent, unconventional use of his sources makes the Dionysiaca the unique,
wandering, tongue-in-cheek behemoth of apoem that it is. It is the common stylistic
thread that links together the diverse elements of his 7COtKtXoV

i5j.ivov.
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CHAPTER ONE
Nonnus, the Anti-Homer
4

Nonnus' relationship with Homer is one of the most frequently discussed topics
among both the Dionysiaca's critics and its admirers. The problem is along way from
being solved. Though it was acceptable and even expected for an epic poet to borrow
words and ideas from his predecessors, and from Homer especially, it is rare for an epic
poet, however obviously influenced by Homer's poetry, to mention liis"name." Virgil
has often been considered the Roman Homer, 12 but he does not label himself thus in the
Aeneid. The Posthomerica of Quintus "I Can't Believe It's Not Homer" Smyrnaeus
picks up where Homer's Iliad leaves off, and though it is alarge-scale rip-off of Homer's
style and subject matter, Quintus, who could have ölaimed Homer as his main influence
without causing so much as araised eyebrow, does not mention his predecessor's name
either.
In light of this, it is even more peculiar that Nonnus, of all people, draws the name
of Homer into his poem with such insistence. It features the p4
rotagonist and plot than

"Vian (1991) notes that both Nicander and Ennius did refer to Homer in their epics.
12 This is not the place for an extensive discussion of Virgil's use of Homer, but abrief one will be useful to
highlight the contrast between what Virgil does and what Nonnus does. Virgil, writing adistinctly Roman
epic, alters and modifies his Homeric models, simultaneously paying homage to the Greek poet and
Latinizing him. For example, Virgil's Aeneas is aRomanized composite of Homer's Achilles and
Odysseus, and the whole poem is scrupulously organized into an "Odyssey" component (books 1-6) and an
"Iliad" component (books 7-12). Virgil immediately defines his relationship with Homer in the epic's first
two words, arma virumque, and establishes that the focus of his poem will be Rome (tantae molis erat
Romanam condere gentem, 1.33). This is not inversion or parody of his predecessor, but rather
modification, the specific purpose of which has been clearly explained in the proem. Virgil respectfully
Romanizes Homer, while Nonnus insolently inverts him. Virgil is capable of using his sources in away
similar to (but not quite the same as) the way Nonnus uses his; Thomas (1999) argues that there are six
categories of reference in the poems, among which is "correction" in which "the poet provides
unmistakable indications of his source, then proceeds to offer detail that contradicts or alters that source"
(127). In fact, this is what Hopkinson thinks Nonnus does with Homer. Ithink it is important, however, to
distinguish between contradiction/polemical alteration and consistent, intentional inversion.
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which no more unhomeric could be conceived, and its style, as many scholars have noted,
is both modem and original.' 3 Some passages in the Dionysiaca are reminiscent of, or
based on, episodes from the Iliad and Odyssey, but these are few and far between. They
do not hold the poem together. 14 An attempt to make athorough comparison between the
Dionysiaca as awhole and the Iliad or Odyssey or both would fail, which is perhaps why
no one has undertaken the task. 15 Shorrock has suggested that Homer is afather figure to
Nonnus, just as Zeus is afather figure to Dionysus, 16 and Hopkinson's 'iew is that
Nonnus' predominant desire was not to imitate Homer but to surpass him. 17 Were it not
for his name-dropping, would so many scholars be so certain that Nonnus wanted to
imitate Homer? They seem to have little else in the way of evidence for this position.
Nonnus, in my view, treats Homer and his poetry no differently than he treats
other authors, genres of literature, and themes—which is to say, he consciously perverts
him at every opportunity. Nonnus is not Homer's clone, son, or rival; he is Homer's
opposite. Nonnus is fond of creating bonds between contrasting ideas, themes and
characters, and his references to Homer are the ultimate extension of his practice of
yoking opposing notions together and forcing them to make the most of their
13 Chamberlayne (1916) 42: "[H]is merits.. .are quite invisible to any modern reader who applies aHomeric
standard to him. So far from its being Nonnus' intention to reproduce the Homeric atmosphere as Quintus
Smyrnaeus endeavored to do, he seems to have been far less an archaizer than amost audacious
modernist." Braden (1974), arguing that the Dionysiaca has both classical and modem characteristics,
writes, "There is much in Nonnos that seems to look forward to arewriting of literary rules, areforming of
genres and classical possibilities (879). Fauth (1981) 153 makes similar remarks.
14 Duc (1990) 191: "Ce qui, dans les Dionysiaques, subsiste de l'épopée pure, c'est surtout la conquête de
l'lnde et le nombre de 48 livres qui annonce une concurrence ouverte avec les chants homériques. Mais La
chronologie est repousée et refoulée atel point que des contradictions évidentes Wont pas Pair de gêner
l'auteur."
IS There are studies of the Homeric features of some very small parts of the Dionysiaca, but no one has ever
argued for the existence of any large-scale structural, stylistic, and/or thematic resemblance between the
works of the two poets. This is interesting, considering there is certainly no shortage of scholarly
references to Nonnus' alleged "slavish imitation" of Homer. Collart (1930) for example, declares, "Nonnos
est l'escLave de ses sources" (51), and later that "Nonnos asuivi docilement ses modèles" (256).
16 Shorrock (2001) 197-205.
17 Hopkinson (1 994b), passim.
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uncomfortable situation. 18 Nonnus is the anti-Homer. In order to establish himself as
such, he must draw as much attention as he can to the poet, and invert his work as much
as possible. He begins this task by choosing aprotagonist who receives amere six lines'
mention in the Iliad (6.132-7) and atotal of seven lines' discussion in the Odyssey
(11.322-5; 24.73-5), agod' 9 of virtually no importance to Homer but aprotagonist very
well suited to the literary tastes of late antiquity. 20 Nonnus does seem to admire Homer,
but he has no desire to follow in his predecessor's footsteps. Rather, he makes apath of
his own, in the opposite direction.
Books 24 and 25 are the Dionysiaca's core, and within them is aconcentration of
Homer-inspired material. (I) In book 24 (68-108) there is atheomachy in which each
fighting god is saved by another divinity intent upon protecting him/her; this seems to be
adirect, deliberate contrast to Iliad 16.426-455, where Hera convinces Zeus that he must
not save his mortal son Sarpedon. (II) Later in book 24, afeast is followed by asong
about Aphrodite (218-326), which are perversions of the Odyssey's banquet at the palace
of the Phaeacians and the song of Demodocus (8.55-70 and 265-3 66) respectively. (III)

18

Winkler (1974) notes, "When unexpectedly juxtaposed, familiar phrases jolt the reader into anew

perspective" (2). Also, cf. Wifstrand (1933) 81: Nonnus' epithets describe their subjects either particularly
well or particularly poorly.
19 That he is agod is in itself aperversion of the epic tradition. In the article "Dionysus as an Epic Hero"
(Hopkinson [1994b] ed.,156-66), Bowersock writes that the Dionysus of Nonnus' time was not the same
Dionysus Homer had known, and that the elements of the god that developed over the course of the
classical and Hellenistic periods led to his being asuitable epic hero for Nonnus. "Fortunately Dionysus
ultimately found an epic poet who could do for him what Homer long ago had no interest in doing. Not
that we should blame Homer: one could hardly have written apoem about aserene old gentleman. The
ancients needed the rejuvenation of Dionysus, his rampant sexuality, and his exuberant travels, to put him
in the way of an epic poet" (157). What this does not explain is why an epic poet would have selected a
divine protagonist, and in what sense Nonnus' Dionysus, ineffectual immortal immoral cowardly sniveling
rapist that he is, is ahero in any sense of the term.
20 Roberts (1989) likens the late antique literary tradition to the visual art of the same period. He cites
"certain general stylistic trends that come to the fore in the tetrarchic period and recur throughout the period
of late antiquity: emphasis on the typical, rather than the particular, and on the underlying significance of a
figure or object rather than its individuality, represented stylistically by acertain uniformity of
presentation... and atendency toward flat, two-dimensional treatment of space and thematic organization of
detail" (69).

9
Book 25 begins with Nonnus' second proem and another invocation of the Muse, which
seems Homeric, but what Nonnus asks the Muse to help him recite is distinctly late
antique in style, and its content is aclever reversal of Homer's catalogue of Zeus' lovers
(14.3 15-28). 21 (IV) At the end of book 25, Dionysus receives ashield made by
Hephaestus (310-567), in apassage which is in many aspects an inverted Iliad 18. The
inspiration for all of these scenes clearly came from Homer, but they are not imitations;
they are perversions of the most deliberate kind.
Before discussing these scenes from the Dionysiaca, it is necssary to inspect
each of Nonnus' references to Homer. Neil Hopkinson has provided important insight
into this matter in his own analyses of the references, but Ido not agree entirely with his
view that Nonnus is arival of Homer; where Hopkinson sees eniulation and competition,
Isee Nonnus trying to be everything Homer is not. When he begins apassage in a
Homeric way, as he does, for example, in the case of the shield of Dionysus, he is not, as
Hopkinson suggests, engaging in emulation that gradually metamorphoses into rivalry; 22
rather, by first creating close verbal and/or thematic ties between aHomeric passage and
one of his own, he is able to make his subsequent antithetical 4iersion of the Homeric
scene all the more effective and apparent. Nonnus is not confused about Homer and his
treatment of the poet is not hesitant.
His first reference to Homer is in the second section of his first proem:

"Aa'cè p.m vápOflKci.., Mtp.aX2óvcç, thp.cthtv 'c
vcl3pt&L 7totKXóvoyrov ëOflp.ovoç èi.v'tt
c?voç
ptyEa'c got c-cpvotrn, Mapcovt6oç p.itAov O6p.fç
vi'tcLprç, f3oet 6 imp' E'tho0é iaI. 'Op.flpp
qxi1cáov I3apö Sépp.a po0o Mcvé2acp.
(1.34-38)
21 Vian

22

(1990) 16.
Hopkinson (1994b) 23.
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Hopkinson calls this a"jocular and self-confident polemic", 23 noting that Callimachus
often wrote in asimilar tone to advocate anew aesthetic for poetry". 24 The new
4

aesthetic that Nonnus is here advocating is not just alate-antique version of Homer's: he
is neither telling Homer's stories in anew style nor telling untraditional stories in
Homer's style; so it is neither "old wine in new bottles" 25 nor "new wine in old
bottles" 26 ). It is alate-antique perversion of Homer's. This accounts for the
characteristics of the episodes of Dionysiaca 24 and 25 discussed below. Hopkinson is
right to call the poets' relationship "uneasy", 27 but wrong to view Ndniius' first reference
to Homer as an indication that he considers Homer arival whom he wishes to surpass. 28
To call the two rivals is to imply that they have acommon goal. In fact, though they
begin from the same line, their respective Muses send them in ojposite directions.
Nonnus does not say that he intends to compete with Homer. He says that he is going to
be what Homer is not: he will wear awine-scented fawnskin instead of the usual chiton
(3 5-7); meanwhile Homer will continue to reek ofea1skin (37-8). His tone is playful,
but he means what he says. What Nonnus is saying in the first proem is that he is anew
kind of poet who intends to write anew kind of poem altogether, not that he has any
desire to do Homer's job better.
This reference to Homer, like the other five, appears in aperverse context. The
content of the second part of this proem is superlatively unhomeric. Nonnus invokes the'
Muses in line 11, as agood epic poet should, but then he quickly rejects them for
23
24

1bid., 9.
1bid., 10.

25 ibid.
26
27
28

Shorrock (2001) 139, note 99.
Hopkinson (1994b) 11.
Ibid., and passim. Hopkinson comes back to this point often; the first time is on

p.

9: "Although his

poem is influenced by many forms of writing, it is chiefly moved by the desire to refashion Homer, and by
the desire, openly professed, to surpass him."

11
Maenads, adding insult to injury by invoking them in an identical way
JJ.Ot váp0T1Ka, 11 and 34). After all, Maenads must be more naturally suited

for the challenge of helping Nonnus write about Dionysus. That Nonnus commands the
assistance of Maenads shows just how unhomeric his epic will be. He further distances
himself from Homer by continuing to refer to Dionysiac things: fawnskin (35), wine (367), tambourines and goatskins (39), claiming that his Apollo

(Io'l43ov ëj.tóv, 41) might

become agitated if he were to take up the aulos (40). Nonnus knows that Apollo and the
Muses are usually in charge of these productions, but by indicating •outiight that he has
chosen different sources of inspiration, especially in apassage that began as an
invocation to the very Muses he soon sets aside in favour of the Maenads, he leaves us no
doubt that this poem will cut apath through territory Homer never explored. He
considers and rejects the Apolline, Homeric road; he will not be asecond Marsyas (4144). Already in book 1Nonnus indicates that he is the anti-Homer, an inverter of the epic
tradition.
Nonnus' next mention of Homer is in book 13:

hdaco
ob6è
GTOJtáTCOt XWV %cL2Koepoov tth,
Oititócw BdK%Og
opoóoç, &2X& ?tyatvwv
tyyiOvaç izcà "Op.rpov 60 GGIJTfPa K7éGGCL)
8bc7Etrç ö2ov öpp.ov, ëit&t ic2co'cpcç dkiiTat
7c2ayKto5v11g KcL?oornv tpiyyóva KocLvo%at'cflv.
(47-53)

Ot) y&p

ëyth tóci. p2a 6icct 7WGui

According to Hopkinson, "This image of Homer as safe resort and helper in time of need
is reminiscent of the protective role implied in the notion of Homer as poetic father." 29
And it does appear to be areverential reference to the poet: the "lost sailor" Nonnus with

21

Ibid., p. 27.
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what seems to be self-deprecation calls on "Homer, the helper, the whole harbour of
eloquence" to assist him with his catalogue of the Dionysiac army. 3° However, it is
misleading to consider this passage without looking carefully at its context. What
precedes it is:

'A2Xà ito?ocitpéwv itpojthov i1pot 6a pi5'c2Tiv
Kat Xctwv
c5puv, K8vTcwptoç a'tj..ta ycvéO2ç,
Z61 k6VCOV 'CC (páXCL'yycL 6ctcR)KV1tOtO ypato3
izat GCt%a Bac&Lpt6o.)v Kopof3av'rtöCç dnau MoIkcw
(43-6)

And what follows it is acatalogue of an army of these creatures, the likes of whom
Homer would never have allowed to brandish weapons in the Iliad. The worst soldier in
that epic is Thersites, and, though remarkably unattractive (2.216-19), he is at least
human. Nonnus introduces Satyrs and Centaurs (44), Seilenus and his phalanx (45), and
Bassarids (46).
This second reference to Homer, then, is as perverse and irreverent as the first.
Nonnus brings up satyrs, centaurs, Seilenoi, and Bassarids, and then invokes not Homeric
Muses but, once again, goddesses more suited to his Dionysiap purposes. Nonnus is
mentioning Homer at the least appropriate of times; having preceded his invocation with
an army of women and weird creatures, and agroup of unhomeric but very Nonnian
Muses, he assumes an attitude of humble deference in order to call upon Homer for
assistance in the composition of an upside-down version of his own poetry. This is
neither emulation of Homer nor an attempt to surpass him. Rose claims that lines 13.4952 indicate that Nonnus "will imitate the Catalogue of Ships, the beginning of which,
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Book 13 is generally agreed to be the place where Nonnus' Indiad starts. Hopkinson (1994b) suggests

that this catalogue, as well as that of book 26 (38-365), "are so placed as to recall the structure of the Iliad"
(28).

13
Horn. Ii. ii.484 ff., he has just paraphrased. "3'But it is not an imitation either: Nonnus
1
.

has justexplained what kind of soldiers the Dionysiac army consists of, and now, by way
of undermining Homer further, he is forcing the poor man to be present as he and his
frenzied Bacchic Muses catalogue them. Viewed separately from their context, 13.43-6
and the catalogue of soldiers (13.53-568) might seem to be reverence and imitation
respectively, but in fact they are not. When Nonnus refers to Homer, or
paraphrases/quotes him, one can be almost certain that the surrounding context of the
supposed imitation will cast ashadow of perversity over it.
Nonnus' third reference to Homer appears at the beginning of the second proem
of the epic, within his invocation of the Muses (discussed below). Explaining how he
will set up the remainder of his description of the war, he says:

*

ob pcv &EtcYo)
itpoS'oog
?oKdf3av'raç, ötc Gcpatà
vöo8t lfl5p'yO)V
Iv6ôç iv . 'rs?èag 6è có',tov .utri?àv O.upoo
i5tatov btvio itoXáj.icov toç, ë136oM'rlic Ul
bttvriv 'tápt0j.iov tiç axpouO0^110 %apáco
(25.6-10)
This is Nonnus' only indication that he intends to imitate Homer. 32 But it is not ageneral
reference to the structure of the whole epic: Nonnus limits it very clearly to his intention
to follow Homer in narrating just the last year of the war, and while he is undeniably
setting up aparallel between Homer's narration of the Iliad and his own Indiad, he
immediately diminishes its Homeric character by linking the seven sparrows

(ëf36oJIá'nç ... Qpoo0dio) to the seven gates of Thebes (e13i 6'

2q

'In Rouse (1940) vol. 1, 432.
32 Specifically, verbal imitation of 2.308 ff. But there is some important variation in Nonnus' version: he

refers to 'O2unctáScç Moixcu (11.2.491), where Homer's are Kopoav'tt6Eç ... Moöat (46); he
wishes the Muses to tell of Bacchus (49), not Ilium (2.492), and his line 48, while averbal parallel of
11.2.490, is made liquid with the word X9 COV, and contains the word XakK60poov, which is unattested
elsewhere in ancient literature (Cf. Peek [1968-75] s.v.

cL)Kó0pOOç).
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K8p6tcCO

t2oç, 11), acity of particular importance in the Dionysiaca, and to

Pentheu, whose story is told in books 44-46 (see Chapter Two). 33 The number seven is
also particularly Nonnian. 34 The comparison with Homer's structure is there, undeniably,
and while it cannot and should not be disregarded, it must also be viewed for what it is
and no more. It is not an announcement that Nonnus is fashioning the whole poem, or
the whole Indiad, after Homer's Iliad. (Even if he were to say he was doing this, it would
not be true!) It is Nonnus' only emulative 35 mention of Homer, and he limits it to one
specific aspect of the Dionysiaca's composition. 36
The fourth reference to Homer appears near the end of the second proem, again in
book 25:

llcq.tqxxg iitè M2i'oc, 'Aattog ápeuc
t?iii(oL as'o Otokog ãtópovog fipvycvct
Tpqdöoç boj.t.tvilç ob tvi'5ojtat oi5 'yap 'ctQKo
A'tcLKt6U A t6vocov

idpo,

255

fl

'Ei'ropt Ailpta5fla.
bj.ivstv J.lèv óqs?2s tóov i&t tcftov &'c?va
Mo&L csil iccfi. BáKXov
ov'rttiipa rt'yavtoDv,
á?2otç S' bj.xvoitó?otrn irOvooç 'At?iioc 'cat,
t pi to'co ®&ctç yépaç f1p7ccLv. t7à 2t'yatv8tv

ëj.io'i. tcOv

0jia 0cOotov b..tctprç
6Et5OJ1Xt cbs7ttic, &tl, rT?dKOV "Apci téXittov
Iv6opóvooç 'töp&aç & 25vo Atovi3oo.
icvcov

260

'ya'p

1
33 It also connects Nonnus to Pindar, Hopkinson (1994b) points out: "Already Nonnus has dropped to the
wise hints of his inspiration from Pindar: itoudXov )J1VoV (1.15) is aphrase found twice in the epinicia,
and Kspácco jth2og is another Pindaric echo redeployed to describe the heady Nonnian brew... The
music [of Amphion's lyre, 25.18-21] is said to belong to Pindar; and the joint Boeotian origin of Pindar and
Dionysus is seen to be afurther reason for Nonnus' importation of the lyric stance into epic" (13).
"Nonnus uses 14 compound words featuring the prefix ëtta or ë1360, and all together there are 75
occurrences of these words in the epic (cf. Peek [1968-75]).
35 Hopkinson (1994b) 12.
36
am not saying that Nonnus never fashions anything in his epic after anything in Homer's, or that
Nonnus does not use Homeric words and phrasing frequently. But on the whole, Nonnus goes out of his
way to go his own way. This poem resembles the work of Homer far less closely than Quintus' and
Virgil's epics. When Nonnus uses Homer for more than just aword or aline, he tends to put it into anew,
unexpected context, and almost always perverts the Homeric passage somehow. For example, he takes the
Iliad's famous speech of Glaucus ("Tu8tr J1CYáO4L5, ttT y6vsfv p8E'tvstç; /
dill 7
CFP (p()Wv 'y8vEi, to'tr R K&L LVSpU)V...", Ii. 6.145-6 ff.) and has his Cadmus recite a
variation of it for Queen Electra in Dion. 3.248-319).
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91

'A22á, 08á, .ic KOJ.Lg6 -co'5c5'rcpov c'tç técov 'Iv&?v,
1111
jfltVOOV 'yog EX OTM K&L &wtt6a ltcL'rpOç Ojjpoo,

tapvcicvov Moppft iccft thppovt LXripta&it

at) v Lü

KcCt

BpoptQ KcKopoOjiévov'

(253-67)

Here is aperverse invocation if ever there was one. Nonnus begins by invoking
Homer as though he were the very sun in the sky, using the same word

(itaj..t(pcthç, 253)

with which Dionysus invokes Heracles Astrochiton at Tyre (aJpcg at0épog
öip.ct, 40.379). These are the only two occurrences of the word

itcq.tpcthç in the

epic, 37 and they are both used in invocations. Nonnus' description of Homer's book as
OpOpovog ipvycvct

(254), "contemporaneous with the morning," further connects

this passage to Dionysus' prayer in book 40. For Nonnus, here,as Homer is the sun,
Homer's poetry is the sunlight itself.
But, of course, Nonnus wastes no time knocking down what he has set up with
such apparent reverence. Why he invokes Homer is to let his predecessor know that he
will not follow the Iliad's lead in his own epic. He will not talk about the Trojan War;
his Dionysus is not comparable to Homer's Achilles, and the same goes for Deriades and
Hector (255-6). Furthermore, Nonnus continues, Homer should have sung of Dionysus,
"had Thetis not snatched this prize from him" (260). The meaning of this remark is
uncertain, but its point comes through nonetheless. In commenting on what Homer ought
to have done, Nonnus draws the reader's attention to two facts: one, Homer did not do it;
and two, Nonnus is doing it. When he asserts that his own subject matter is more worthy
than Homer's, he forces us to notice that there are deliberate differences between his own

Cf. Peek (1968-75) s.v.

itctjipaèç.
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work and his predecessor's. He is not trying to beat Homer at his own game, as
Hopkins
on suggests; he is playing adifferent game entirely, and he wants us to know it.
While he believes Homer's subject matter leaves much to be desired, Nonnus
here, as in book 13 (discussed above), confesses great and apparently sincere admiration
for Homer's Eb7tCtCL, eloquence. It is this, when it is anything at all, that receives praise
in Nonnus' references to Homer. But the reason why he so badly desires Homeric
eloquence is so that he may effectively pervert everything Homer does. To wish for
Homer's inspiration in achieving his goal of being the anti-Homer of epic poets is not
emulative but twisted: Nonnus desires eloquence as Dionysus desires Aura.
Nonnus uses Homer's name twice more in this passage. In 25 .264-7, he writes as
though he is himself aparticipant in the battle he is creating on paper, asking the Muse to
"bring [him] for asecond time into the Indians' midst, bearing aliving sword and the
shield of father Homer" (264-5). Both Hopkinson and Shorrock take

itatpôç

Ojnpoo

as evidence for the position that Nonnus views Homer -as his

father. 38 But what Nonnus actually says is "father Homer", not "my father Homer". This
phrase foreshadows the upcoming (25.3 10-567) shield ecphrasis, one of Nonnus' most
elaborate perversions of aHomeric episode. The "shield of father Homer" is, among
other things, that which Achilles receives from Hephaestus in Iliad 18. The "living
sword" may well be Nonnus' stylus, and if the shield is Homer's poetry, then 25 .264-5

38

"Nonnus pictures himself as springing from

Zeus, his

ita'rpôç' Op.ipoo as Dionysus is born from the Jtflpóç of

7tcti]p Ka1 itó'rvtc'. .ti'tflp (1.7)" (Hopkinson [1994b] 13). Shorrock (200 1) discusses this

idea extensively (197-205); also, interestingly, referring to the story of Tylus and Mona (25.451-552), he
remarks, "The theme of perverted paternity is fundamental to Homer's epic" (176), and in anote on the
same passage, comments, "[T]his disturbing exemplum of perverted paternity, set in such an emphatic
position, must give us pause for thought" (176, note 133). However, he neither elaborates on this nor
investigates its effect on his subsequent discussion of Homer and Nonnus. If Nonnus does in fact view
Homer as his father, this is perverse paternity indeed.
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are areference to what is coming up in this book. There is no doubt that Nonnus sees
Homer as the most important of his predecessors, but it cannot be claimed, on the basis of
this phrase, that Nonnus views Homer as his own literary father.
In 25 .279, Nonnus once more involves Homer in something particularly
unhomeric. The "ceaseless sound of Homer's wise trumpet" (269) will be heard only at
the same time as the "army-leading echo of Bacchus' syrinx" (268). It is indeed in his
battle descriptions that Nonnus' poetry comes closest to Homer' S, 39 but; even here,
Homer will have to contend constantly with Dionysus and the cacophony of the god's
loud army. Nonnus' references to Homer are always somehow qualified. They are made
either at the least appropriate time, or in the least appropriate way, or both.
Nonnus' next Homer reference is in book 32. He says:

O.trjpt6cç, c'Utwrc, Moat,
ttç 86v8, ctç 6o5itrcv bit' yct Mpta6iog

(184-5)

This brief invocation of the Homeric Muses precedes an extensive list of the victims of
Deriades' spear—in other words, members of Dionysus' army, which, as has been
mentioned, is aperversion of the Homeric army. Their various connections to Dionysus,
and, where applicable, their bestial bodies, are emphasized throughout the passage. An
unnamed soldier looks for "evil-averting Dionysus" (198) as he dies; Echelaos dies
clutching the JW'Ct&L itC3K1]v (206); Morrheus decapitates Brigbolus the dancer
(223), and then, instead of continuing to fight, the army of Dionysus, as cowardly as
Homer's soldiers are brave, runs away: Nonnus mentions aSatyr (255), aSeilenus (258),
book 5's Aristaeus (268-9), the Corybant Melisseus (270-1), some Cyclopes (273) aPan

See, among others, Hopkinson (1994b) 19; Vian (1991) 15; Schmiel (1997), unpublished article on Dion.
37.

39
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(277), and others. Nonnus specifies that he wants the assistance of the Homeric Muses
precisely because this is aparticularly inappropriate time for them to show up. This is
not emulation. In the light of what follows it, this invocation of Homer's Muses appears
downright satirical.
The final mention of Homer is 42.180-1. Here Nonnus interrupts his narration of
the story of Dionysus and Beroe to make an observation .
40 He explains that Dionysus,
waiting for her,

ñOc?cv s'ttt tttvtv
icávtwv yap Kópoç (YT itctp' hv8pakylv, tiéoc 5icvoo
j.to2iciç 'c' Ebic2áSoto i&t Oit'tó'r iántt'rat &v1p
'tç pótov Op%r1'ciipw yovat.tcLvov'rt
p.o5vcp
ob KOpoç c'c'L icóOwv ëWc5cLTo 13tI32oc
Op.ipoo.
(42.177-81)
This passage highlights once more the dissimilarities between Nonnus' subject matter
and Homer's. Here Dionysus is pining with desire, as so many people so often do in this
epic, and it is in his commentary on the nature of ocular gratification that Nonnus
suddenly brings Homer's name into the poem for the last time. The activities Nonnus
lists in this priamel-esque passage are taken from Iliad 13.636 ff., 4'but they are all of
thematic significance to the Dionysiaca, and, specifically, to Dionysus himself: sleep and
dreams (178), song (179), dance (180), and, most importantly, desire. A person can
experience satiety with the first three, but not with itó0oç. Reading this epic, especially
the last eight books, one notices that this remark is as applicable to Nonnus himself as to
his characters' endless infatuations—is it that his womanmad characters never tire of

He does this quite often; e.g. his comments about the nature of women's desire (42.209 ff.) and dreams
(42.322 ff.).
4 Rose in Rouse (1940) vol. 3, 240 41, note a.
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looking at the objects of their desire, or that Nonnus himself never tires of writing
variation's on this theme?
In any case, this is an inappropriate place for Homer and the Iliad to make an
appearance—which means that, for Nonnus, this is aperfect place for Homer and the
Iliad to make an appearance. Firstly, Nonnus is placing Homeric words into acontext
Homer never would have created for them; and secondly, he is calling Homer aliar.
Hopkinson says that, in lines 13.46-53 and 32.184-5, "Homer is the poet's ally; but at
42.181 he takes on the role of opponent as Nonnus scores adirect hif".

2

By balancing

this uncomplimentary mention of Homer against two that he considers favourable,
Hopkinson supports his view that Nonnus' relationship with Homer is ambiguous. While
Ido agree that 42.180-1 is anegative reference, Ido not see aco11ection of positive ones
against which to set it. Nonnus' desire for Homeric eloquence and references to the
earlier poet turn up at the least appropriate moments; Nonnus drags Homer into the most
Nonnian situations and forces him to put up with the Dionysiac craziness he creates.
Here, then, what we have is not acheckmark for the "rivalry" column, to offset
those in the "emulation" column, but rather another instance OT Nonnus treating Homer as
he always does. He puts aHomeric speech into astrange—?L1j0flç—new context, then
shoots it down. Where most epic poets are content to tacitly and tactfully make changes
to their predecessors' poetry, Nonnus, to whom subtlety is of no importance, draws
attention to what he considers to be falsehoods in earlier literature. This is his firmest
application of that policy. 43

42
43

Hopkinson (1994b) 14.
It has the directness and succinctness of Stesichorus' Helen palinode, whose first line is

obK

G'r' `cotoç k6yog

otoç.
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(I)

In Iliad 16, as Patroclus and Zeus' son Sarpedon advance on each other, Zeus,

b.
watching the fight (431), shares his thoughts with Hera:
"C
o' got ë'yoSv, ö 'c
toip' biro'

6ea
fj

got

ap7cTóva, pt?tc'rov èv6pv,

llc'cpOK2oto Mcvot'nciöao 5ati'vat.

öé got KpcLöt1 p.êj.iovc cppciv bpiatvov'rt,
ttv CCOOW óv'rci. !thxllc a
,no
icpooérnic

Octco &vaptáaç AoKt1c ëv ictovt öitcp,

fl1,811

bitô x6p C7 1 Mcvotttá Sao 6acxo."
p.th

(II. 16.433-8)

This is adeadly serious matter, and Hera's response to her husband is piofound. She
provides two firm reasons why Zeus ought not to follow his paternal instinct to save his
son from slaughter. Firstly, she says, Sarpedon is "a mortal man, long doomed by fate"
(vöpa Ovrltôv t6vca, nd%at itcitpovov ct'to, 441) to die. Secondly, she
continues,
"ct'i icc CoSv 7r ènjç
1

apitTOva öv6c 6ótov6c,

ppáco ji ttç
tcttct. Oc6v Oé?ct ica ã2oç
7cntstv ôv ptXov OdtÔV &ità lcpaTcpfiç bcjitviç

iroAo't 'yap itcpl
otécç

tt

t'a

flptdp.oto jiáovtat

x2civcitcov, roi.rnv icótov ëvictç."

(445-9)

Zeus, if he saves his mortal son from death in the war, will set aprecedent for the
numerous other gods with mortal sons to do likewise. Hera recommends to Zeus that,
"ci 'cot pt2oç 'c'rt, 'rcOv ö' O2op5pc'cat

frcop" (450), he ought to allow

Sarpedon to die before having his body brought to Lycia to be given aproper burial (4517).
In Dionysiaca 24, Deriades and the Indian army are preparing to ambush
Dionysus and his soldiers (68-72). As in Iliad 16, Zeus is watching the proceedings;
here, though, Homer's !töthv is replaced by the more verbose and Nonnian
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obftil Atôç

?aesv

op.tc

7ccLvOtov (24.73). And rather than taking amoment to

philosophize about the appropriate course of action, Zeus wastes no time in zooming
down to the scene of the battle, 7tpOawtUDv L\tOvtxYoo (74). As Zeus hastily
(ë(yoJiévwç, 73) speeds down to protect his son, the reader becomes aware that

Nonnus is taking her in adecidedly unhomeric direction. Furthermore, Dionysus is a
god. The gravity of Sarpedon's situation in the Iliad is attributed by Hera to his mortality
(16.441). Zeus, though not faced with mortality himself, must struggle to accept that his
son will die, and his decision not to intervene in Sarpedon's fate (458) is not easily made.
In the Dionysiaca, on the other hand, Zeus does not ponder anything when he sees that
Dionysus is in danger (if in fact an immortal can face real danger in war); he merely acts.
Nonnus is making atravesty of aserious and genuinely sad scene from the Iliad.
Homer's Zeus philosophizes about his mortal son's situation but reluctantly decides to let
fate unfold as it must; Nonnus' Zeus without aminute's thought rushes to protect the
immortal Dionysus.
But Nonnus, though he has already gone too far, does not stop here. He actually
turns the perversion up anotch, by continuing his story thus:

xcCt Qqc'tépotrnv 'óv'tcç prjyóvg, i?2oç ic'
öv Au ltáv'rEç tti'cov'co vuccipcg 'OAi5jncoo
&?4ta'rt it0t11cvtt

iX2q,

(75-77)

Apparently, if Zeus jumps off amountain, everyone else does too. Once again Nonnus
declines to explain the gods' motives for helping their own offspring—it is likely because
Nonnus' motive in writing this episode is to be everything Homer is not. This is what
happens when Hera's warning about Zeus setting aprecedent comes true. It is ludicrous
enough that Zeus shields his immortal son; that all (itáVteç, 76) the immortals follow
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his lead emphasizes the ludicrousness to apoint where it cannot be viewed as
inadvertently tasteless.
Still furthermore, lines 75-77 are followed by atypically Nonnian over-the-top
catalogue of who saved whom: Zeus, after protecting Dionysus, turns into an eagle, snags
his son Aeacus in his talons, and carries him not away from but, inexplicably, to
Deriades' army (77-82); Apollo saves Aristaeus (83-5); Hermes snatches Pan (86-7);
Urania saves Hymenaeus (88-91); Calliope saves Oeagrus (92); Hephaestus snatches up
the Cabeiroi (93-4); Athena saves Erechtheus (95-6); avariety of gods preserve the lives
of the Hamadryads (97-8); Leto helps Apollo to protect the nymphs of the laurel (99101); finally, Cydnus' daughters save Maenads (102-4). (At this point, are there any
soldiers left, besides Aeacus, to fight the Indians?) Nonnus begins with Zeus protecting
an immortal son, then writes of the same god bringing amortal son into the battle, and
follows this up with averitable rainshower of gods swooping down to grab their own
progeny or favourites. In this passage alone Nonnus has found three different ways to
pervert Homer's account of Zeus' decision not to save his mortal son.

(II)

The tale of Ares and Aphrodite in book 8of the Odyssey is one of the epic's

lighter moments. In the jté'yc öc?j.tc (8.5) of Alcinous, after everyone has eaten and
participated in various athletic events, Demodocus sings the amusing story of Aphrodite's
initially secret (Xá0pfl, 269) but later very public affair with Ares. The song is 101 lines
long (8.266-366), and Iwill not recount it in detail but will rather draw attention to those
elements therein employed by Nonnus in his own original story of Aphrodite inverted.
There are many similarities in the two stories; Hopkinson points out the most significant
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ones. As stated earlier, the interpretation of the relationship between Nonnus and Homer
that Hopkinson sets out in this article is that the former emulates and competes with the
latter. It seems, then, that the following is to be viewed as indicative of emulation:
"Nonnus' tale, which is unattested elsewhere, has many similarities to and echoes
of the song of Demodocus. Both are sung in the evening as part of the
entertainment at abanquet; both are performed in response to arequest, and are
preceded by asummary of another song by the same bard; both bards are given
food; both songs are introduced with cbg, and then merge into the voice of the
narrator. Both feature Aphrodite; but whereas in Homer she is mocked for the
sexual excess of adultery, in Nonnus she is taunted for abandoning her
responsibility for sexual matters. In both tales Aphrodite is amute character who
features in atableau to which other gods react with amusement Both tales
involve handiwork, but in contrast to the 287t'rá chains of Hephaestus
(Od.8.280), which are so fine as to be invisible, Aphrodite's fabric is
embarrassingly itaç (246). Both tales have humourous speeches by Hermes;
and in both the denouement is Aphrodite's departure for Cyprus." 44

But in this paragraph are listed—seemingly indiscriminately—not only similarities
between the stories, but also differences Nonnus has woven into his own after-dinner
song. Nonnus must establish that he is modeling his bard Leucus' song after Odyssey 8
before he begins to turn it upside-down. Hopkinson is correct to note the similarities
between the introductions of the two songs. However, that Nopnus' Aphrodite abandons
the role she performed with amplified enthusiasm in Homer, and that Aphrodite's thick
thread is acontrast to Hephaestus' invisible netting, are inversions, not emulative
modifications, of Homer. Where Homer's goddess is, as we would expect, driven by
desire, Nonnus' is goaded by ambition. This is particularly notable because Nonnus'
characters tend to be peculiarly susceptible to desire, and Aphrodite ought to be most
susceptible of all to the very force she embodies. Nonnus' story of an ambitious,
abstinent Aphrodite both inverts the nature of the goddess and demonstrates that the

44

Hopkinson (1994b) 21.
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crucial differences between his Aphrodite and Homer's are no accident. She is the
opposite of her counterpart, and the opposite of everything areader would expect her to
be.
In contrast to Demodocus, who sings in the most opulent of surroundings,
Nonnus' Leucus performs outside, in the forest (?L'JJ.q1 R 2..ój.taç /BáK%oç ëo'tç
a'c3potrn KCL't Ivo(póvotrn !.taxT rcL'tc /Elka7dV11V

GTyI(Y8v, 218-20),

after abanquet which reads like an out-of-control version of Homer's. 45 As Hopkinson
notes, not only does Nonnus' song, like Homer's, begin with thç (Od.S.268, Dion.
24.243); the line preceding Homer's thç — Aitàp 6 (popJ.1to)v

K5itptv

vcf3ci2X,cto

t8töStV—is one word away from being identical to the line that precedes the

d)ç in Nonnus, which replaces K5itpi.v with KcÔV

(267).46

But Nonnus, having

recalled the reader to Homer's story with this close verbal echo, immediately launches
into areversal (not an emulative variation) of the Homeric version. Where Demodocus,
as Hopkinson notes, tells of an Aphrodite who takes her role (desire and procreation) to
the extreme, Leucus reverses the idea and sings of an Aphrodite who, for reasons
unexplained, takes up weaving, the task for which she is least suited, thus causing
extensive harm to humanity. Homer's bard sings of Aphrodite falling in love with Ares

(äup' "Apcoç

2ó'cri'coc cbG'rpávoo

'C

'Appo6t'cç, 267), whereas

Nonnus' Aphrodite falls in love with the loom of Athena (Kv'Cpov

ooca

The gore and excess of the slaughter and wine consumption are emphasized in 25.220-29, with the words
and phrases ë&Lttp81')Ovto (220),

45

&Lth2cat oto1.%Tôv

ttGtuX2ovto taatpfl /96tvóp.8vcLt 7tEXsK.Qotv (221-2),

thntc'roç o'tvoç (227), and &7t8tpovctç &pxpupopiaç (228).
46 Cf. Hopkinson (1994b) 38, note 85, in which are listed the verbal echoes between the introductions to the
two songs.
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pt2TXaKá'coto

J.t8ptjivric, 243). This is not avariation; it is adeliberate inversion

of Homer. And before she begins to weave, Nonnus' Aphrodite even becomes, briefly, a
parody of the Odyssey's Penelope: 47

K 7tcLvflIcptrj K&1 7tctVVOtfl it2ag itoö
lla23áöog pyov 'ccoc itctXt2o'cov

(250-1)

The Graces, too, abandon their usual tasks to engage in ungraceful incompetence with the
new Athena (261-5).
Before Nonnus tells of the amusement this causes on OlympusLamusement quite
unlike that which Homer's gods enjoy—he relates the lethal consequences that
Aphrodite's inverse role causes on Earth. The actions of Homer's Aphrodite affect only
herself and afew others, and give the male gods agood laugh, but the

itóvoç of Nonnus'

goddess is harmful to mortals, and t'yé2cwtog (256) for her:

á?ito yájia)v J3toç tpiovtry 6I
265
tvcv &Xpitawv &voupc3'raTv btsvatiov
ilvtoxoc j3tó'coto yépcov 5.öovivoç A'cóv
x&t p2oypv &'ypatoç "Epwç
vc25Ga'to vEop1jv,
itcnt'ccttvcov &2óuTov 6ViiPOTOV cd52aia KOGJJOU.
ob 'rOtc popjityywv ëpOctç ic'rtoç, ob rOtc G5pty,
270
ob ?xyög ab?ôg ,jic2itcv,
Yjx?v Yjivac" 2tyatv(J)v
L22à too uvi50ov'roç taojivric 'cc 'ycvé02iç
rnoytrç 6M,
noto tc
tG0rIcav Oxficc.
(265-73)
K&L JA.cpólc(ov

"

The importance of fertility and procreation for

humanity"

are stressed here: if Aphrodite

is not performing her allotted function, people cannot survive. The world depends on
her, even if, on Olympus, the gods are either unconcerned or unaware that the extent of
the harm being caused by Aphrodite's whim is so great. Athena's reaction to the
situation is jealousy

47

41

(f3apoilXcp öë J.1cvotv

/

vvcitc, 277-8); she gripes to Zeus

Hopkinson (1994a) 276.
Winkler (1974) 71: In the Dionysiaca, "[t]he threat of cosmic disorder is seen as asexual one."
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that her allotted role has been stolen, and by "ti TcLJ..ttl] OaXáp.cov, L7ccLX11

OcOç"

(285), of all people. As Aphrodite destroys the human race, Athena's complaint is that
she is out of place.
Even without lines 265-73, and their resolution at the end of the song (325-6), the
tale would have been an inversion of Homer's, but the contrast between Nonnus' serious
tone and Homer's light one is cleverly echoed in the contrast between the catastrophe
unfolding on Earth and the Olympians' predominantly trivial reactions (jealousy,
amusement) to what Aphrodite is doing. Nonnus' story is not onlypeiverse in its
portrayal of an anti-Aphrodite but also in its tone, and, though the gravity of the situation
Aphrodite has created escapes the notice of most of the Olympians, it cannot escape ours.
Hermes does mention the state of earthly affairs at the end of his speech to the
weaving goddess: "&péyovoç

ya'p," he says,"

o)ç En t7t?Ov txpcLtvcLg' (319-2O).

ic24ctat

8'LCtt KócY.Loç,

But the remark that Aphrodite has inverted

the very order of the universe puts asmile on ever god's face (321), and despite
Hermes' serious remarks, Aphrodite gives up weaving not because she is concerned
about the welfare of humans but because she is in awe of, or ashamed in the presence of,
Athena (cthoj..têvi

y2cLolth1nv, 323).

While Homer has Demodocus tell an amusing story of Aphrodite doing what she
does best, Nonnus' bard sings apredominantly serious song of an Aphrodite doing what
she apparently does worst, and hurting humankind in the process. While the behaviour of
Homer's goddess can be explained as extreme manifestation of her usual character, the

'

Cf. Hopkinson (1994b) 21-22 on the significance of the distinction between the 267ttOç handiwork in

Homer and Aphrodite's 7EcL5ç creation in Nonnus: Hopkinson sees the song of Leucus as "an exemplary
exercise in the combination of Homeric and Alexandrian poetics."
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actions of Nonnus' Aphrodite are extremely senseless when viewed in the same light.
What they are is an extreme manifestation of Nonnus' desire to invert the Homeric
Aphrodite and her story. The serious tone of Nonnus' tale is areversal of the light tone
of Homer's. Everything, then, points to the same conclusion: that Nonnus is intentionally
being anti-Homeric.
The lightheartedness and exuberant sexuality of Demodocus' song would make a
modified version of it an appealing and appropriate part of Nonnus' lighthearted,
exuberantly sexual epic. But instead, Nonnus' song is asomber story about an abstinent
Aphrodite. In other words, Nonnus has passed up an obvious opportunity to imitate
Homer. The point he makes through Leucus' song is that even (or especially) on those
rare occasions when he is fully aware that something distinctly Homeric, yet also in tune
with his epic's theme and mood, could be inserted seamlessly into the Dionysiaca, his
policy is to pervert it.

(Ill)

In the Dionysiaca's second proem, Nonnus invokes the Muse (25.1). Homer, the

poet of concern to Nonnus in book 25, calls on the Muse at the'beginning of his poems,
and at particularly challenging points in his narrative, such as long lists or descriptions of
warfare. 50 Nonnus leads us to believe that his invocation fits both of these criteria: book
25 is not, of course, the beginning of his epic, but it is the beginning of the second 24book section; and the poet says he requires the Muse's help in singing the remainder of
the Indian War (25.1-3), in addition to aselection of Theban stories (11-21). In lines 2227 Nonnus reiterates his intention to describe the war. And, later, in line 264, Nonnus
addresses the goddess for asecond time. Despite his two invocations and multiple
50 E.g.

11. 2.484 and 761, 11.218, 14.508, and 16.112.
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declarations that it is time to narrate the war, however, there is not asingle line of battle
narrative in book 25. Instead, Nonnus follows the first mention of the Muse with a
4

lengthy rhetorical discussion of Dionysus' alleged superiority to the heroes Perseus (31147), Minos (148-73), and Heracles (174-252). This style of rhetoric was popular in late
antiquity, 51 which makes it all the more perverse for Nonnus to have inserted it into his
epic after having—supposedly—set up aHomeric battle scene. Similarly, Nonnus'
second invocation precedes not the anticipated war stories but rather adescription of
Dionysus' army sitting around doing nothing (271-3), Indian womén's lamentations
(273-6), and two strange anecdotes set at aliterally wine-dark river (277-80, 28190) .52
Having called on the Muse at the beginning of book 25 and given her twenty-one
lines' worth of instructions, Nonnus enthuses:

'AX2A icá?tv ictvot8v 'EpoOpa.tcov yvoç 'Iv&v
oi5 to'cc 'Yap ióOov áAov ô.iottov 5paicv ci.tthv
'HqSoo itpà pOOoto, xal ob j.t'rà qM5Xo1nv 'Iv&v
X2riv Ovré2cctov 'tcóppoirov civ 'Evoth,
25
ob6 'tOoç GTpaTOq fiXO6V ëg"I2tov, ob tó2oç ?.'v6pOv
'cii?Aioc. L?2L VF"OtGt Kal &pyóvotrnv ëptcov
cbl(a!th'roog 't6pth'caç &vw'ciiaw i.tovi5ou,
1ptVODV i1vopi1v CCKO)V /Xtóç, &ppa vo 1
io,
ttç iáj.ic to'iov 67Cova, rtç sKc?oç sbrkpm BáK%oo.
(25.22-30)

It is as though the more interesting battle, for Nonnus, is not the fighting between the two
armies but the rhetorical battle he sets up between Dionysus and three other sons of Zeus.
In the above passage, Nonnus seems to claim that the Indian War's superiority to the
Trojan War is directly linked to Dionysus' superiority to other sons of Zeus. But,
ironically, Nonnus is making apoint that seems acriticism of his own poem: Dionysus is
'Rose
52

in Rouse (1940) vol. 2, note d, 252; Vian (1990) 16ff.
This is followed by the shield ecphrasis, discussed below.
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agod, and Deriades merely aman; therefore, we know from the beginning that the
Indians are at an insurmountable disadvantage in the war, and we wonder why it takes
Bacchus and company seven years to defeat them. 53
Furthermore, Nonnus compares Dionysus to three mortals. 54 How can the god
fail to win this contest? Zeus has plenty of immortal offspring to whom Dionysus could
be fairly and, since the poet is attempting to build up his Bacchus, favourably compared.
But, inevitably, Nonnus chooses the most perverse approach to the genre of rhetoric,
whose placement after an invocation of the Muse and an exhortation td battle is itself a
strange surprise for the reader.
The heroes to whom Nonnus compares the god were not selected at random. As
Vian notes in his introduction to book 25:
"Homre avait ouvert la voie en dressant la catalogue des aimes de Zeus en
.

315-328

.

Si Pon met

'a part l'pouse d'Ixion et les desses Dmêter et Lêtô, le

poête énumère dans cette ordre Danaé (Persée), Europe (Minos et Rhadamanthe),
Sémélé (Dionysos) et Alcmène (Héracles) et certaines exégetes semblent avoir
voulu découvrir dans cette liste une classement selon les preferences de Zeus. Ii
n'est pas douteux en tout cas que Nonnos s'est souvenu de ce passage célèbre
quand il aconçu son triple parallèle." 55

Nonnus, then is inverting apassage from the Iliad, and placing the inverted version into a
new context. In Iliad 14.313-29, Zeus is coming on to Hera with smooth

(?) talk, telling

her that of all the women he has loved—here follows acondensed list—she comes out on
top. Zeus concludes his speech with the verdict that Hera is the one he most desires (31314, and 328). Nonnus, inverting this pattern, concludes each section of his rhetorical
53 Lindsay (1965) 393: "[A]t worst [the Dionysiaca] is adull farrago of interminable Bacchic onslaughts
which lack all drama because we know the wretched Indians cannot defeat the god."
"Vian (1990) writes, "Le procédé de la syncrisis, voisin du genre des <<vies parallèles>, ajoui d'une
grande fortune chez les rhéteurs et Nonnos le pratique avec predilection dans toute son epopee. La
confrontation entre les quatre grands demi-dieux est un theme traditionnel" (16).
55 Vian (1990) 16.
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interlude with adeclaration that Dionysus is greater than his competitor (140-7, 167-73,
244-52) And thus Nonnus manages to pervert not only the Homeric use of the Muses
and the genre of rhetoric, but also apassage from the Iliad, in Dion. 25. 1-263.
Nonnus invokes the Muses once again, with overwhelming enthusiasm, in lines
264-70. He begins the invocation with arequest that the goddess "bring [him] back into
the Indians' midst" (264) and ends with the bold claim that he will "destroy the
remainder of the Indians with his living spear" (270). Reading this impassioned
proclamation leads to an expectation that Nonnus is finally going to launch into war
narrative.
But he does not. In fact, the Indian army does not make it into book 25 at all. We
are told what Dionysus' army is doing: nothing whatsoever! N6nnus describes this lack
of activity in lines 271-3:

≥ç 6 jv 'Iv6qSoto 'Upl OdXtV sS3otov
ig
1•4s,co Bdioç ö.u2oç 'cprp.d6og ãtoç tpinvil
q,
&j43o?%u roXj.toto

There are Indian women mourning on the streets (273-6), but no men in sight.
Deriades, too, is dejected, and atrademark Nonnian sidelong glance (278-9) reveals to
him that the Hydaspes river has turned into wine

(280),56

which saddens him further.

Here follows avery strange story indeed. An old blind man comes to the river and
regains his sight upon sprinkling his eyes with the wine-water (281-91); then agroup of
unattended hunting dogs drink from the river and become intoxicated (292-6). As
Normuspoints out, the vinification of the river predicts Dionysus' victory (vticrlv

The textual difficulties in book 22 brought to light by this passage are discussed in Vian (1990) 27-29
and Collart (1930) 153-4.

56
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Iv6opóvoto itpo0ccctooGa Aoatoo, 299). These are particularly Bacchic,
unhomeric events, not at all out of place in the Dionysiaca, but in striking disharmony
with the enthusiastic, if perverse, invocation of the Homeric Muse that precedes them.

(IV)

So far, we have seen an astonishingly variegated proliferation of Nonnian

perversions in books 24 and 25, but the shield ecphrasis (25.3 10-572) 17 perhaps tops
them all. The notion of providing divine armour to his hero and describing it elaborately
is, of course, not unprecedented. But Nonnus' by now familiar technique of producing
material that is a180-degree rotation of Homer's gives originality to the Dionysiaca's
version of Homer's motif. As Nonnus has told us (256), his Dionysus is no Achilles; and
the armour Bacchus receives is anything but "the shield of father Homer". In the first
place, Dionysus, being divine himself, has no need of divine protection. Secondly,
whereas it is his mother Thetis who brings the shield to Achilles in the Iliad, Dionysus
receives his shield from Attis, the individual than whom no less motherly could be
conceived. 58 Here, as elsewhere, Nonnus alters an established literary motif to suit his
own perverse purposes.
Achilles, in Iliad 18, hears of Patroclus' death and is shattered. Thetis hears his
lamentation and comes to him, and the two have along, moving conversation in which
death is the prominent theme. Achilles weeps, "My dear friend Patroclus has perished"
(18.80-8 1), and goes on to speak of his own mortality: since Thetis married amortal

Homer is not Nonnus' only source of inspiration for book 25. On the structure and events of book 25,
Vian (1990) provides alist of eight "points communs" (30) outlining the similarities between Dion. 25 and
Triphiodorus' Capture of Troy, concluding, "Ii est manifeste que Triphiodore afourni a
Nonnos le canevas
de la premiere parti de son chant.".
58 Another thing separating Nonnus' shield from Homer's is that the former's is engraved with scenes of
great significance to the Dionysiaca. But there is not time to discuss that properly here.

57
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(OvTI'r1v, 87), he will someday die and be mourned by his mother (86-90). Returning to
Patroclus, Achilles says that he cannot live among men until he has caused Hector's
death (90-92). The discussion continues to feature morbid words and thoughts; here, as
in the Sarpedon passage, Homer emphasizes the finality and inevitability of death, the
one obstacle Achilles cannot overcome.
As Thetis points out, her son has lost his armour:
jutà TpoSsrnv

WV

EVt8ci. KaXà

Ov'cca" (130). Achilles wishes to return to the war in order to

avenge Patroclus' death, but he has nothing to wear. Thetis, then, has two very good
reasons for requesting that Hephaestus provide her son with divine armour: his mortality,
and his current lack of protective gear. The former necessitates the latter. But neither of
these is aproblem for Dionysus. Whether he fights fully armed or in his birthday suit,
there is no danger that he will lose his life. Dionysus is indeed no Achilles; consequently,
Dionysiaca 25 is no Iliad 18. The divinity of Nonnus' hero precludes any profound
discussion of death, and the lack of battle in book 25 further removes from Dionysus'
situation any need for armour.
Rose remarks that "Nonnos is more than usually tasteless in providing divine
armour for Dionysos, who is divine already." 59 Nobody would disagree that Nonnus is
often tasteless. But he is neverjust tasteless; there is amethod to his modifications of
prior works, motifs, and themes. A scene in which "the mortal Achilles... at the crisis of
his fortunes needs and receives supernatural help" 6° becomes, in Nonnus' hands, ascene
in which the immortal Dionysus, angry because there is apause in the war (303-310),
receives superfluous supernatural help.. delivered by aeunuch.
.

59
60

Rose in Rouse (1940) vol. 2, 274 note b.

Rose in Rouse (1940) vol. 2, 275 note b
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In the Iliad, Thetis brings the shield to Achilles. The scene of amother bringing
divine armour to her son became, following Homer, atraditional motif in epic poetry. In
the Dionysiaca, Nonnus (tastelessly) perverts the motif while also demonstrating his
awareness that this is not how the story generally unfolds.
Dionysus is miserable (KaTTptODvtt, 310), and lamenting (G'rcvsv, 309)
when he sees aman in achariot approaching him. Kai j.uv 18dov, Nonnus writes,
AOvoog ?vpcq..tc,

6Ov

IPctriv itav6a4th'ctpav áycov

ët't (pl)2o7ttv 'Iv6Ov (3ñ-3). Dionysus—it seems he has read the Iliad—is
expecting his mother, but instead, he gets Attis, amale follower of Cybele, whose
colourfully-described self-castration has made his body feminine (6jtcç Oiovc
Gthlipcp, 318). With or without male genitalia, this individual could not be less like

Rhea. He is an uncaring male stranger, the antithesis of the expected concerned female
relative.
Nonnus' characters rarely converse. 61 While Homer's characters are constantly
speaking and addressing and answering one another, Nonnus' prefer yelling long
speeches that seem aimed at no one in particular. Consequently, aloving dialogue like
that of Achilles and Thetis is out of the question here, and Nonnus writes its opposite
instead. Attis stops his chariot and yells aspeech at Dionysus, reproaching him for not
yet having defeated the Indians (327-35) and commanding him to accept ashield from
Rhea and Hephaestus (336-8). Interrupting Attis (339), Dionysus yells back that Hera,
Ares and Zeus are preventing his victory; "%tX.tot ëtrn Ocot,

61

Wifstrand (1933) 142.

T1 21 jJ.1ovcc," he
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gripes, satirizing Odyssey 5.1 18. 62 Having informed Dionysus that, with the shield, he
will have no reason to fear gods or the army of Deriades (352-6), he satiates himself at a
banquet to which he was not invited and which seems to have materialized out of
nowhere (368-70), and drives away.

The Dionysiaca's six references to Homer repeatedly confirm the exceptional
nature of Nonnus' relationship with his predecessor. He invokes the poet by name, which
is unusual in epic poetry, with insistence; but the Dionysiac context surrounding the
invocations, and often the content of the invocations themselves, indicates that he has in
fact gone out of his way to be the anti-Homer of epic poets. Every epic composed after
the Iliad and Odyssey owes asubstantial debt to Homer; all of tEem contain passages,
themes, and characters which are clearly imitations or modifications of Homeric ones.
But Nonnus is not an imitator, and his modifications of Homer are consistently,
intentionally perverse. His protagonist is agod, one in whom Homer apparently had little
interest; his army is agrotesque, effeminate, and cowardly collection of "warriors" who
are inversions of Homer's handsome, manly, courageous soldiers. When Nonnus invokes
Homer, it is to draw the reader's attention to the fact that he is being as unhomeric as he
possibly can. Ironically, he inverts and undermines Homer's poetry by means of that
very Homeric 8b7tia which he has requested froth Oiript6c Moat.
The theomachy and the song of Leucus in book 24, and the proem and shield
ecphrasis of book 25, are episodes that show Nonnus' policy of perversion in action.

62

This is how Calypso begins her diatribe

(Nonnus replaces Homer's

to Hermes when he informs her that she must let Odysseus go

Ot6 with 8'Wt; the sentences are otherwise identical). Calypso says that the

gods are jealous because she has amortal lover (119-20). There, they are interfering with love; here, with
war.
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These episodes were inspired by Homeric ones, but they are not, as Hopkinson suggests,
emulativeor rivalrous modifications. If he really wished to emulate Homer, Nonnus
would not write inverse versions of Homer's most memorable stories, and if he were
merely rivaling Homer, there would be no explanation for why his episodes are always
precise reversals of Homer's. The rivalry argument accounts for differences, but not for
constant perversions. When Nonnus closely echoes Homer at the beginning and end of
his passage, he is showing familiarity with the Homeric story and signaling to the reader
that he is about to write its opposite. If Homer had composed an epic about Dionysus,
Nonnus' protagonist would have been Achilles.
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CHAPTER TWO
Tragedy of Epic Proportions: Dionysiaca 44-46 and Euripides' Bacchae

In books 44 to 46 of the Dionysiaca, which tell the story of Pentheus, Nonnus
releases himself from his strange bond with Homer and demonstrates that his ties to
Euripides are no less tangled. That Nonnus' Pentheus episode frequently echoes
Euripides' Bacchae is neither debatable nor surprising. 63 What is less QbVioUs and more
interesting is the way Nonnus plays with Euripides. He disassembles, extends, contracts,
rephrases, and inverts so much of the Bacchae's language and content that areader,
recognizing Nonnus' relationship with Euripides, finds it very similar to that which he
has with Homer. Nonnus' Pentheus story, though clearly dependent upon Euripides'
version for its very existence, is at the same time—like everything else in the epic—
deliberately unconventional.

Nonnus nearly always goes out of his way to both avoid

following the Bacchae too closely (or at all, in maiy cases) and to draw attention to the
fact that he is not imitating the Bacchae. This policy requires him to show his familiarity
with this or that element of the play before he undertakes to turn it on its head .64
Consequently, areader often finds Nonnus alluding to the Euripidean account of an event
before replacing it with his own, rearranging the pieces of the Bacchae's plot, or nearly
quoting Euripides without going so far as to actually use any of Euripides' words.
Through these devices, Nonnus makes evident his knowledge of Euripides, and, while
assuring the reader that he is quite aware of how the plot would unfold were Euripides in

This has been noted and discussed to various extents by, notably, D'Ippolito (1964) 164-177; Shorrock
2OO1), 194-7; Heath (1992) 136-141, Fauth (1981) 124-31.
This policy applies not only to Nonnus' treatment of Euripides but to his relationship with every author
on whose work he draws in the Dionysiaca.

63

'
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charge, leaves her with no doubt as to which poet is in charge now. Nonnus clearly does
b.

not feel obligated to chain himself to the plot of the Bacchae or heap predictably-placed
quotations upon his readers until they suffocate under the weight of so much uninspired
imitation. Nonnus is above all an innovator; he pays homage to no end of literary
predecessors, but he is well aware, as his readers ought to be, that homage is not
imitation.
One must also keep in mind that the three books of the Dionysiaca devoted to
Pentheus are part of amuch greater whole. 65 The Bacchae is aself-contained script,
whereas Nonnus' Pentheus story is infused with themes that flow outward from it in both
directions, making appearances in many other episodes within the epic. 66 Many of these
themes, as shall be discussed, do not appear in the Bacchae at all. By employing them,
Nonnus brings to the plot of his own Pentheus episode avariety of un-Euripidean, and
distinctly Nonnian, motifs, emphases, and events, the presence of which contributes
further to the originality of books 44 to 46. As to plot, Nonnus' Pentheus story is selfcontained; 67 thematically, however, it is certainly not.
Nonnus' propensity to innovate and his enthusiasm foi themes not used by
Euripides are what make his version of the story original. From the beginning of book
44, he shows both his familiarity with Euripides and his unwillingness to copy the
Bacchae. Where this practice produces its most interesting and unusual result is in book

65

Newbold (1993) concludes his article with the opinion that "the Dionysiaca

does not exemplify

successful revolution but, rather, defective narrative and the splintering of the epic into aseries of
ecphrases and miniatures" (110). While there are agreat deal of ecphrases and miniatures in the epic, this
does not prevent it from being acohesive unit with asingle protagonist and thematic continuity, the product
of aconsistent compositional practice on Nonnus' part.
66 To name the ones most relevant to the Pentheus episode: Dionysus' conversion of disbelievers, prophetic
dreams, perverse portrayal of Artemis, sparagmos, voyeurism. There are undoubtedly others.
67 Collart (1930) 59, viewing the poem as agigantic piece of ring composition, says book 5complements
book 44, and indeed he may be correct. Nonetheless, this does not affect my point that areader of Nonnus'
Pentheus books would not find the story incomplete or incoherent on account of not having read Dion. 5.
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44—specifically, 44.46-79, in which Agave recalls aprophetic dream she had years
ear li er. 6

By examining this dream's convoluted relationship with the Bacchae, Ihope to

clarify some of the uncertainty surrounding the little-explored subject69 of Nonnus'
relationship with Euripides.
Nonnus skillfully leads us to Agave and her dream, introducing book 44 with a
wide shot of the Boeotian landscape (1-15), dwelling on two of his favourite things,
bodies of water (6-10) and Hamadryads (11-14), before zooming in on awrathful
Pentheus attempting in vain to bar Maenads and Seilenoi from his city'(16-26). Then, his
palace begins to shake: in the Bacchae, this does not happen nearly so soon, but only at
line 585, athird of the way into the play, as aconsequence of Pentheus' attempt to bind
and imprison Dionysus, as the god explains (616-19). Nonnus' much earlier introduction
of the event with the word ffill (35) draws attention to his innovation. By introducing a
version of this critical scene from the middle of the Bacchae at the start of his own
Pentheus story, he gives it avery different significance than it has in the play: In
Nonnus' hands it becomes an effective means of foreshadowing (7t1jJ.1cL'Oç

ccojivoto icpoáyyc2oç, 38). He goes on to establish it as an omen aimed very
pointedly at the entire city of Thebes, describing the wobbling altar of Athena Oncaia, a

D'Ippolito (1964) writes, "Una lunga parte iniziale (XLIV-XLV 51) ela conclusione (XLVI 356-367)
sonno itratti che pia si distaccano dal modello euripideo" (166). It is true that the beginning and end of the
story are the places where most of Nonnus' plot innovations are located. But, as Iwill show, the beginning
of Nonnus' Pentheus episode, though original in its plot, does contain many close verbal echoes of the
Bacchae: the dream passage is the Pentheus episode's best (but not its only) example of Nonnus telling his
own story in Euripides' words. D'Ippolito seems to want to see the epyllion as Nonnian at the beginning
and end, and Euripidean in the middle, whereas Isee it as Nonnian and Euripidean from beginning to end.
Where there is Nonnus there is Euripides, and vice versa.
69 Shorrock (200 1) comments, "These books have received little critical attention, with the exception of
those scholars keen to restore asection missing from the end of Euripides' play" (195).
68
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local goddess, 7° whose statue then begins to sweat

(4344)•71

And the statue of Ares, the

god directly
associated with Cadmus' foundation of the city, begins to ooze gore,
ol

yy2og

ëGGOJtVO)V (44-45). It could not be clearer that the earthquake, along with

the (characteristically Nonnian) strange oozings of the statues of Thebes' patron gods,
foreshadow the arrival of Dionysus and the downfall of Cadmus' descendants. The
Thebans, imitating their city's gates, begin to tremble (cOvT1To, 37 [gates] and
6öóvi1v'o, 46 [Thebans]).

Enter Agave. Having foreshadowed doom for the Thebans by uprooting and
replanting aEuripidean episode, Nonnus introduces her thus:

Kth vcth'cit öc6Ovllvw p0f3q) ö' ë2c?tc'to tiyip
flcvOéoç ubicv'oç, tPar XSU011 88' gSVMV•
vTcèvTi 7
CPOT9POtO 5apotviievtoc bvetpoo
7rupa 'tpoOcittovtoç, t7lal irdpoç bó8t Mrrp co v
t4 ötc icotpavtry ltcL'rpthtov fipitac 11eveci5ç,
itcivvoov bitva?éotç ôctpotç c5600cav 'Aycthry
cpácYj,.tcLTcL

uuiAoio

öt87tTotrcYsv Ovetpoo,

&itXaváog epq5icovTCL

6t' 8bKepáoo iw2&?voç'

(44.46-53)

Cf. Chuvin's ([1976] 82) comment on Athena Oncaia. Nonnus refers to her more than once, but Rose (in
Rouse [1940] vol. 1, 169) in his note to 5.15, her first appearance in the poem, says only that Oncaia is "[a]
local title of Athena (meaning unknown), given later [5,70] to one of the Gates of Thebes". Nonnus' own
explanation is that Mene is allotted this gate because the name Oncaia is areference to "the honk of cattle
[K 3oôg ôyK10toio pspthvoj.tov, 71], because the Moon herself, bullshaped, horned, driver of
cattle, being triform is Tritonis Athene" (71-3, Rouse's trans.). Nonnus, then, seems to be equating this
version of Athena with the Moon, although Rose says, in his note to line 73 (vol. 1, 172-3), that this "rare
explanation of Tritonis . is purely fanciful". It should be noted that in book 45, Pentheus says to Cadmus,
"OyKaT1c
&v6 FtpF, aa6Tpova XaXK6v 'AO1v1c"(69), thus creating direct apposition
between the thyrsus of Dionysus and Athena's bronze.
" Winkler (1974) discusses extensively the variety and significance of the liquids that are forever spurting
and dripping from the Dionysiaca. In discussing the poem's widespread references to lactation, he writes,
"Other kinds of moisture are just as spontaneously born or ejected: honey, nectar, semen, venom, olive oil,
wine, dew, and all may be denoted by the single word ëp3fl" (70). He does not mention book 44's sweat
and blood, to which his point is equally applicable.
70

..

'
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Prophetic dreams like Agave's are one of Nonnus' favourite literary devices; they affect
many o the epic's most prominent characters, mortal and divine.72 Unless Nonnus
specifically states that adream is deceptive (as he does in the case of Morrheus, 34.8991), areader may be certain that its content will soon be realized. Though the use of
dreams as amethod of foreshadowing is not an exclusively Nonnian or late antique motif
(the classic classical example is that of Clytemnestra) 73 ,no author uses them more
extensively, and no audience would have appreciated them to agreater extent. 74 By
introducing his Pentheus episode with adream, Nonnus immediate1 establishes that it
will be original (that is, not an imitation of Euripides' version), while also sparking in his
reader's mind recollections of the Dionysiaca's many other prophetic dreams. A reader
who has arrived at this scene in book 44 will have come to recognize the dream-asforeshadowing motif as asignificant recurring feature of the poem.
Though one occasionally catches aglimpse of Euripides in the above passage,
one's attention is always quickly drawn back to its peculiarly Nonnian character. The
description of Pentheus as ausurper of his power (44.43ff.) is likely adeliberate implicit
reference to, and reversal of, the Bacchae's portrayal of Pentheus as the city's lawful
ruler; Robert Shorrock has called this "[o]ne prominent and distinguishing feature of
Nonnus' version of the Bacchae." 75 Nonnus' use of the word ë KXE50T1, like so many
other words and phrases in lines 35 ff., is foreshadowing, areference to the imminent
72

Aristaeus, Actaeon's father (5.415-32); Semele (7.136-54); Nicaia (16.282-301); Dionysus himself

(18.169-94 and 42.323-35); Lycurgus (20.256-61); Deriades (26.6-35); Ares (29.325-61); Morrheus (34.8998); the people of Tyre (40.440-500); Erigone (47.148-86); Ariadne (47.320-35); and Aura (48.258-86).
73 Stesichorus, fr. 219, Aeschylus, Agamemnon, 523-39; Sophocles, Electra, 410-30.
"Patricia Cox Miller's Dreams in Late Antiquity (1994) is astudy of the most well-known recorders,
interpreters, and dreamers of dreams. In her introduction, she writes, "This book focuses on atype of
imagination that was deeply embedded in the culture at large" (12).
75 Shorrock (200 1) believes there is "heightened emphasis placed on the theme of paternity and the -rites of
succession" (195) in Nonnus' version. 1do not find this argument compelling, but Ido think Shorrock's
note about Nonnus' reversal of Pentheus' role is an important one.
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madness of Agave. 76 A word still more popular with Nonnus,

itj.ti2oio, occurs in line

52. Fraudulent/deceptive perceptions are one of Nonnus' many obsessions, and he
almost always describes dreams with formulae containing jitir2Oç (copied, imitative)
or èLltcLtli 2dOc (deceptive), even when they are in fact true and accurate prophecies. 77
By introducing the plot of the Pentheus episode with aprophetic dream, Nonnus
links it securely to the other occurrences of these dreams in the epic, while as hastily and
unsubtly as possible distancing himself from Euripides' plot and chron6logy.
Furthermore, he attributes the dream to Agave, who does not appear in the Bacchae until
line 1168, as araving, bragging Maenad. Nonnus' Agave comes into the spotlight
immediately, and in full control of her mind. 78
Already the reader should realize, as aresult of the features of Nonnus' version of
the story discussed above, that Nonnus feels no more compelled to imitate Euripides than
he does to imitate Homer. Rather, he makes the reader aware of his familiarity with the
Bacchae by making alterations to its structure, content, and language, such that, while we
see Euripides everywhere in these books, we cannot help but notice that most of the time
we see the tragedian standing on his head, or making use of peculiarly Nonnian words
and concepts. One cannot help but think that Dionysiaca 44-46 would cause the

76

Nonnus later (45.158) uses it in the same way to describe the Tyrsenian pirates, who are themselves, like

Agave, about to experience the full power of the god (but have not yet). The word does seem to imply that
those to whom it is applied are already mad, but that is not true of either the pirates or Agave (see note 16).
77

E.g. 18.171 bitva

ic...&'Jtct'ciXtov 6'tKóvct %ápLTç; 26.7 jttjni?

6o?toto ... óxjnç

OvEtpou; 29.326 cpáojict'cct itoudX)ooca öoXoltXOKoç ó\jftç 6v8tpo0; 47.334
&itctti2ov óxitv ôv6tp0v; 42.334 j.ttjfli?4 7ttspO8VtcL vóov 7tá.L7tEDEV Ovstpcp. See Peek
(1968-75) vol. 3, s.v. ÔV8tpOç. Cf. Riemschneider (1957) 57-61 on Nonnus' preoccupation with things
feigned, false, etc.
78 That is, she has not become aMaenad yet. Euripides' Agave is explicitly aMaenad: Dionysus
announces upon his arrival that he has made all the women into Bacchants (32-38), and makes it clear that
the daughters of Cadmus are with them (35-3 8). Nonnus' Agave is obviously upset and afraid, but
Dionysus has not yet made her aMaenad: he does this, with the help of the Furies, in 44.260-4. Fauth
(1981) chapter 7discusses the madness of Nonnus' Maenads.
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tragedian neither to applaud Nonnus' work, nor to write him off as amere imitator, but
rather to spin in his grave.
But the description of the dream further complicates matters: it is lEuripidean in
both language and content, as shall be explained below. In lines 54 to 79, Nonnus tells of
the three (pá3JJ.cL'ca of which her dream consisted: firstly, Pentheus dressed as aMaenad
(54-7), secondly, the dismemberment of Pentheus (58-67), and thirdly, her boastful
speech to Cadmus (67-79).
It is important to note that Nonnus' lines 44.54-79 are modelled on the Bacchae.
Not only are many thematic parallels immediately apparent, but there are, as shall be
shown, verbal echoes of Euripides as well. Nonnus' very Euripidean accounts of the
three visions lead areader to expect that he will follow the playwright's lead in his own
depictions of these events. But one discovers instead that all three play out in ways
which are deliberately unlike the episodes of the Bacchae to which they correspond. This
is aclear example of Nonnus' method of showing familiarity with an earlier version of a
story, then producing aperversion of it.

(I)

'

The first of the qxpata is recounted as follows:

2itto yap Hcv81a
áp5CVcL
if
KOcYJnjcYaV'ccL
I

opotTwtov &l3pôv

Ot'CT1v

'yuVcuKctcp %pócL 1té1t2Q

'1XjJat ltOppupOVw'COV 'Clt'L %eovcL papoç èLVáKtUDV,

O5pov ëXapptov'ca

K&L

ob G1di7c'cpoto popi1w

(54-7)

This condenses Bacchae 912-42 and also contains reminiscences of 821-36. The latter is
Dionysus' discussion with Pentheus concerning the necessity of his cross-dressing in
79 A method which at times he condenses into one step: showing familiarity with something by producing a
perversion of it.
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order to spy on the Maenads; the former, which more closely resembles Diohysiaca
44.54-7 is the scene in which Pentheus is dressed as aBacchant. These are very
significant moments in the Bacchae; 80 and Nonnus' version of them is equally
outstanding, if for different reasons. Agave's recollection of her dream in the Dionysiaca
calls the Bacchae to mind. In Agave's dream, just as he does in the Bacchae

(vov 7tpo3ctwv
J..tEBópJ.u&L,

ctb'côv

vcctwv t'

y(J)

/ic&i.

930-1), Pentheus dances like aMaenad,

1táo)v

ë .6paç

opotToTtov 43pôv O6t'civ

(44.54). Euripides' Pentheus asks Dionysus, "c'tg yoVcLKcLç ë

v6pôç

2c?;"

(822); Nonnus, echoing the playwright's use of symmetry in this line, has Agave dream
of Pentheus ipG6va KOct1iGCLVTcL yoVcuKEtw %pOcL 7C7t2

q)

(55). Both

Pentheuses enthusiastically bear thyrsi—in the Bacchae, Dionysus informs him that this
will be one of his outfit's accessories (Oi5pOv ... etp't, 835), and, sure enough, once he
has dressed up, he asks Dionysus' advice: "ltótEpa 5 O5paov 6ei4

p'i. Ifl 168, BáK%U j22ov

c'LK

ctJ3thv

Ofowt;" (941-2). Nonnus' Pentheus

appears in Agave's dream Oi5pov ëXwpptov'a (57).
In Nonnus' brief description of the first (pthYJ..tcL, there is not as much close verbal
reminiscence of Euripides as there is in the longer and more elaborate accounts of the
second and third ones. What we do find, though, is that even in Nonnus' four-line
passage, the thematic parallels to the Bacchae are thickly packed together, producing an
effect of "Euripides from concentrate." And the four lines give no hint of the Nonnian
havoc that is to come: as far as one can tell from this morsel of foreshadowing, Pentheus'

80

As Dodds (1960) remarks in his commentary to the play, the interaction between Pentheus and Dionysus,

"in its three stages [343-518; 642-861; 912-76] is the dramatic kernel of the play: everything else leads up
to it or flows from it" (131).
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cross-dressing, when it occurs, will happen the way it happens in the Bacchae. (This is
not to say, of course, that anyone who has made it this far into the epic could seriously
believe that Nonnus' version of the story would be unoriginal. All Imean to assert is
that, in his account of the first part of Agave's dream, Nonnus gives nothing away.)
The scene in which Pentheus fulfills the first pdG1a's foreshadowing occurs at
46.81-138. Dionysus persuades Pentheus to dress like aMaenad (and not just any
Maenad, but his own mother), he does so, and they head out. The scene is certainly
based on the Bacchae, but Nonnus is not content merely to imitate Euripides. Several
very un-Euripidean happenings in these lines produce an effect quite unlike that of the
Bacchae. The most notably Nonnian aspects of Dion. 46.81-138 are:
(1) the greater physical presence of Agave, and the emphasis on Pentheus'
becoming her (83, 110);
(2) the reference to, and perversion of, the story of Actaeon and Artemis,
which is one of Nonnus' preoccupations throughout the epic, and
particularly within his Pentheus episode (87-88);
(3) the presence of Mene (99-105); and
(4) the spying of the Thebans (128-138).
Agave, as has been discussed, is introduced without delay into Nonnus' story. In
the Bacchae, however, we do not hear her name until Pentheus utters it in line

81

229,8 1

and

If even then: Dodds (1960) 98 notes that "Collmann rejected the lines [229-30] on the pedantic ground

that

Ôat 6itCtQtv includes other women besides the daughters of Cadmus. A stronger objection is the
'Aictatovoç: elsewhere in the play (337, 1227, 1291) the oblique cases have o as they have in

form

Aesch. (fr. 24 1) and in Nonnus." He goes on to provide arguments for the other side of the case, and to
state that he himself thinks "the lines are appropriate enough dramatically." The next occurrence of
Agave's name in the Bacchae is 682; there is nothing in Dodds' apparatus or commentary to suggest that
this occurrence is contentious. Perhaps, then, this should be considered the first certain instance of Agave's
being mentioned by name.
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she does not come onto the stage until the play is two-thirds over. This does not imply
that she is unimportant to Euripides' story, but the reader does notice that Nonnus gives
her amuch greater presence in the Dionysiaca. She is the first character Nonnus dwells
upon in book 44, whereas she is the last to appear in the Bacchae. Furthermore, because
she had the prophetic dream whose content is now playing out in book 46, one is
reminded of her whenever something from the dream is realized, as occurs for the first
time in 46.81-138.
Not only is Agave's dream coming true, but Pentheus—and this is acompletely
Nonnian innovation—becomes his mother. He is not dressed up as some generic
Maenad; Dionysus instructs him,

"ytvco Ofl?og 'A'yai5i" (83), and he complies:

pot itouct2Ovco'rov 'c6i5a'ro icit?ov 'Ayclic (110). The god's exhortation
in line 83 stands out because it seems almost redundant; he has just finished urging
Pentheus to exchange his (pdpccL. 13cLt?Tta (82) for
..

8ica 7t7t2cL (83). Thus, we

know that the latter half of line 83 is not merely Nonnus' way of having Dionysus tell
Pentheus to dress up in women's clothes—the god has just finished doing that. "Put on
women's clothing" and "Become your mother" are far from synonymous utterances.
Apparently, Pentheus views this matter as Ido; he takes the god's command literally and,

dtpotaviç (106), dresses in his mother's peplos.
Few possibilities excite Nonnus more than that of Artemis as awife and/or
mother. Classical literature offers the unfortunate end of the would-be rapist Orion as
evidence that attempting to rape the goddess is aterrible idea, and the death of Actaeon
as awarning against even accidental interference with her modesty. No author presents
her as anything other than the archetypal militant virgin. None but Nonnus, that is. In
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the Dionysiaca, the notion of Artemis taking ahusband arises often. Hera suggests that
she will join Artemis to Alcyoneus in marriage (ö'r8...EtGw /cbvèctv.1Aptjitv
'A2Koovioç, 48.21-2); Aura, while she herself ogles and fondles the goddess (48. 34150), tells her to sleep with Hermes and Ares (358); Pentheus remarks that he will marry
her (44.177), citing aversion to incest ("j..t6jiov

Karn'yVliTQ)V

bJvcL'tmv", 179)—not devotion to chastity—as her reason for having refused to marry
her brother Apollo (177-9); and Dionysus tells Autonoe adisturbing tale of Artemis and
Actaeon living in marital bliss (44.283-318). Even by his own stariaards, Nonnus'
persistent fascination with the notion of Artemis playing arole which she has persistently
refused to consider playing, one which would require her to relinquish the very essence
of her character and become an inversion of herself, is extreme. 82
Nowhere does Nonnus indulge his passion for the perversion of Artemis' nature
more thoroughly than in the Pentheus episode. This is where we find Pentheus proposing
(sarcastically, yes, but it is alarming that he would propose it even sarcastically) to take
her as awife and, more significantly, Dionysus telling Agave that the goddess has in fact
married Actaeon. The story of Actaeon is another of Nonnus' preoccupations, and, while
Nonnus does follow Euripides' lead in including Actaeon within his Pentheus episode,
we find that the extent to which he discusses Actaeon and the context into which he
places the deer hunter tend not to be Euripidean.

82 Nonnus plays the same game with Aphrodite in book 24 (242-326) and Aura in book 48. The Aura
episode is particularly disturbing because it is presented not as apossibility (as with Artemis here) or a
fictional story (as with Aphrodite) but as an actual event. It is the ultimate in Nonnian perversion,
appropriately located in the ultimate book in the epic.
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Unless lines 229-30 are an interpolation, 83 the Bacchae's first mention of Actaeon
occurs in Pentheus' first speech, as he explains his intention to chain the Maenads (231):

öat S' ãctrnv, ë öpoog 0páotat,
'Ivco r' 'Aywv 0' i j.t' 'ctic'c' 'Etovt
'AiccatovOç -cs p.i]'cp' Ab'rovOiv Aya.

(228-30)

Throughout the play, Euripides presents Pentheus as asecond Actaeon. 84 All we are told
here is that Actaeon is the son of Autonoe, which is not news—hence, perhaps it is of no
particular concern here that lines 229-30 may not be genuine. 85 In any case,
approximately 100 lines later, Cadmus does say to Pentheus:

bpQç
11

roy 'AK'rcitcovoç W2tov tOpov,
ôv dj..tOct'rot Kl5?cL1ccç iç 0péa'ro
tC7tciccLV'rO, KpctQov' ëV KOVWytcLLg
'Ap'rep.t6oç civat Kontáav'r', tv Op'yárnv.

(337-40)

Like Actaeon, Pentheus makes sacrilegious (OcxYéf38taç, 263) claims which offend a
god and lead to his ironic death at the hands of murderers who do not realize who he is.
Furthermore, in the Bacchae, when Agave asks where her son died, Cadmus replies,
cc d

np itpv 'Aicratova

,

taxov

ici3vcç" (1290)—not only have they both

died in the same way (ötcitá&tv'ro, of the dogs' mangling of Actaeon [339];

L1tsG7cápcLcv [1127];

apwyj..to'tç [1135] and StcuYltcLpaKtOv [1220] of

Pentheus' death), but they have both met their fates in the same place. The analogy is
now complete.

83

84

Cf. note 25 above.
Dodds (1960), commenting on Bacchae lines 337-40, says, "The parallel [between Pentheus and

Actaeon] is closer than Cadmus knows: Pentheus too will suffer sparagmos in the same place [as Actaeon
did]. That seems to be the reason why Actaeon crops up so often in the Bacchae (230, 1227, 1291)" (113).
851 would argue that their being spoken by Pentheus in his first speech may be evidence to support their
legitimacy. Pentheus' being the first character to mention Actaeon would be appropriate, and would add
strength to the bond Euripides creates between the two doomed young men.
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In the Bacchae, Cadmus says it was Actaeon's claim to be abetter hunter than
Artemisthat led to his death. Euripides' association of Pentheus with Actaeon is
lb

extremely effective, yet equally concise; he uses only seven lines to make the
comparison. With Nonnus, however, it is, not surprisingly, adifferent story. First, it is
told in great detail. Book 5is devoted to Actaeon, and within the Pentheus books the
story comes up repeatedly. One instance of this occurs in Nonnus' description of the
real-life events which correspond to Agave's first pátc: Dionysus, jist after ordering
Pentheus to become his mother, encourages him to become ahunter, saying,

"BáK%cp J..tovoç
e ji.c

pgc, Kat,

8't

0é.j..uç,'tothp, Iöppa 2cov'copovov

'Aicta.twva KCL2W" (87-88). Like Euripides, Nonnus associates

Actaeon with both Artemis and hunting proficiency, but, from book 5, we know that
Nonnus' account of Actaeon's transgression follows adifferent tradition than
Euripides'

86

Dionysus' comment may well remind areader of Actaeon's fate in the

Bacchae—especially considering the et Bttç he throws in; this strange burst of
propriety on the god's part provokes areader's recollection of the Euripidean tradition
and points her directly to the obvious conclusion that it is not 0éj.ttç whatsoever—but it
is an illusory allusion: Nonnus' Actaeon is punished not for conceit about hunting
prowess but for leering at Artemis as she bathes (5.303-3 15). Thus, 46.87-8 cannot mean
in the Dionysiaca what they mean in the Bacchae. Nonnus' comparison of Actaeon and
Pentheus does not include their having committed asimilar crime against agod. Nonnus,
not surprisingly, favours the erotic explanation for Artemis' wrath, not only because he is

86

Heath (1992) discusses both the Euripidean (10-18) and Nonnian (135-56) accounts.
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preoccupied with sex and nudity87 but because he is especially preoccupied with these
matters when it comes to Artemis, as shall be discussed later. Dionysus' exhortation to
Pentheus in Nonnus serves the function of recalling the reader to Euripides while drawing
attention to the important differences between the playwright and his perverter.
Another thing these lines recall to the reader's mind is the disturbing, ridiculous
tale of Artemis and Actaeon at the end of book 44 (283-318), arguably the most
gratuitously perverse passage in the whole epic. Deeply strange in itself,and ablatant
contradiction to what has occurred in book 5, it is as purely Nonniaii as it is UnEuripidean. Dionysus VOK'Et(pcCç (279) creeps into Autonoe's bedroom,
Oppvatog... icOcrn (278), and launches acharacteristically Nonnian soliloquy in
her direction, intending to incite her to run into the hills (297) as his newest Maenad. He
tells Autonoe that Actaeon and Artemis are married (285-6), that Actaeon is still alive
(287), that she herself ought to become a'ycqiOtó2Oç (309), and that it is only a
matter of time before Artemis gives birth to achild (312-14). All of this is shocking and
absurd, and becomes even more so in the light of the fact that, in book 5, Actaeon has not
only died ameticulously-described death (332-69) and appeared to his father in adream
to tell him where to find the scraps of corpse (520-22), but is mourned by Autonoe and
the rest of his family (370-87). There is no doubt that Actaeon is quite dead. When
Dionysus makes his speech to Autonoe in book 44, then, we wonder how the woman
could believe that Actaeon is alive, let alone that he is living apleasant domestic life with
Artemis, of all goddesses. This defies even the lax standards of logic to which Greek

87

Cf. Winkler (1974), esp. 4-17; 70-128, but also elsewhere.
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mythology typically holds itself accountable. Nonnus' mythology is clearly bound to no
standards whatsoever.
Connected to the strange and inexplicable story Dionysus tells to Autonoe is
Mene, 88 who does not take part in the Bacchae but who makes ahandful of cameo
appearances in the Dionysiaca, beginning in book 1when she, aTitan, battles against
Typhoeus in the Typhonomachy (213 ff.). Within the Pentheus episode, Mene appears in
book 44 and again in book 46, and her presence in both cases is of avery dark nature.
She is one of the gods to whom Dionysus, though agod himself, prajs--he is also
devoted to Heracles 'AGtpotTWv, as we see in book 40 when the god is in Tyre (369
ff.); this Heracles has mythological connections to the sun 89 ,who, in Nonnus, is the
moon's father (40.375-7, 44.191). Mene's being the night sky's brightest body logically
associates her with darkness (and dreams); Dionysus invokes her at apoint in the
Pentheus story when he believes sinister assistance is required (44. 201-216)
In book 46, Mene helps to drive Pentheus mad:

Bpoptcp rnvá802oç ëicpac fl8v0
Mflv
&Ltjiov'tfl jtth'rvyt' rnv6pojièvç 6 Aoatq
2ooii8t c OpcLQög o1'tpoç ôp.cprnvOoto Esk il viN
(pcicJ1cL'rcL 7cotKtXóiop(pct tcJnlvOTt flv0t 6ctag
qptK'rôv 'Etovt6ry po'prç .tetOi1icc Lcvotviic,
1cct1 Mp ak Ep 116VOiiOq ë GJWLpáyT1QCv KOtYt',
6atp.ovtrç GaUnt7yog &MGropa öoItov pácov
&vpa 6' ë7c'cotT1c8
K&L

(46.99-106)

88 Cf. D'Ippolito (1964) 168. According to Fauth (1981), Nonnus' Mene is a"uranian and nether-world
source of this diffuse radiation of insanity (icct't J.tcLvtlig Jt8Sé() 1(&t Xi')GccLV
yEtpO), 44,229); for

just that reason she is 'like Bacchos' (44,226 f.) and Bacchos is 'companion of Mene (44,218)" (115). Cf.
also 107 ff., 125 ff.
89 Cf. Rose in Rouse (1940) 181, note a.
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This happens because Dionysus asked her to do it in book 44. Mene's presence in
the two books parallels and emphasizes the dark power of Dionysus himself, who, like
Mene, is associated with darkness throughout this episode. 9° In the Bacchae, Dionysus
drives Pentheus mad himself; in the Dionysiaca, however, Mene is acrucial and
compelling part of the story. In book 44, she calls Dionysus her GuMpoga (218); she
allies herself with him completely (")v 30't öo

8V&YY1. Kop5(YooA.cLt," 226);

she even claims apowerful position in the madness provocation busines:

ka
BáKq
icopavw .tuvtiic ë'rpó(povoç. c'tt't öè Mflvli
BaKxtác, ob ö'rt pto bvov ëv dift"Pt p.ivag ëXtw,
&22' ö'ct iccfi. .tavtg tcöw Kal 2xav ëytpw.
ob %0ovtTIv Gé0cv i5J3pv ë'ycb viptotvov ëthYoY

(226-30)

And, after making this speech, she insinuates in lines 231-252 that she helped to bring
about the unpleasant fates of Lycurgus, Deriades, the Tyrsenian pirates, and Orontes, all
of whom have prominent roles in the Dionysiaca. The association of Mene with
Dionysus' evil schemes is aNonnian innovation, and the nocturnal scheming of Mene
and Dionysus in book 44 thus connects Agave to the other victims of their sinister
devices.
Spying is another pervasive motif within the Dionysiaca. 9'As in the story of
Artemis and Actaeon, there is spying in the Bacchae, but Nonnus, telling the story in his
trademark predictably unpredictable way, does not imitate Euripides in his narration of
the events that follow Pentheus' dressing up. And, because peeping occurs not only in
his Pentheus episode but in almost innumerable other places throughout the epic,
90

E.g., Dionysus is V151(tcL 601cE(cov, 44.189; vuictsX'tcp, 203; vuK'rtcpacç, 218 and 279; Oppvatoç

7tóEYrn, 278.
91

Winkler (1974) devotes the entire first chapter of his dissertation to the epic's instances of voyeurism.
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recollection of the most outstanding of these past instances shapes one's understanding of
the presnt one.
In the Bacchae, there is less voyeuristic spying than one might expect. Pentheus
does talk about spying (KcL'rcLKolt1v, 838) on the Maenads: "K&1 flV öoKC?
ëv 2..Ojicaç ópvt0ag dç / ?èKTpcov

G(päç

0cu ipt2'rciTotç tv pKErnv," he

says to Dionysus (957-8). Later, the Messenger reports that,

"cbç bpsv ob

Opo5jicvot" (1050), the small group of spies tried first sitting in avalley (1048), but
Pentheus, complaining of his inability to see them, said, "ó0ov &" ëtc43àç

11 ë24'riv bw3cva I öotp.' &v

OpOOg

Matvd&ov thXpoopytcLv"

(1061-2). However, as the Messenger himself points out, the Maenads attacked him
almost immediately upon his ascension to the treetop (&ov
fv 0áov 6VC0, / KcCL TOy

éVOV J..tèV ObKt'

'yap o5itco 6i'og

c'topv 7ccLpfv, 1076-7);

thus, he did not have much of an opportunity to engage in the voyeurism to which he had
1

been so enthusiastically looking forward. In the Bacchae, then, voyeurism is discussed
and anticipated, but is never said to actually occur.
Not so for Nonnus: he never passes up achance to tell of someone secretly
sneaking apeek at someone else, especially when it is such aperfect opportunity as that
presented by the Pentheus episode. His version of Pentheus' transformation kills two
birds with one stone: it perverts Euripides and, in so doing, provides avery effective
instance of spying. In 44.128-38, the Theban citizens stare at Pentheus from various
lookout points as he (all gussied up in his own mother's clothing) and Dionysus head for
the hills (46.116-127). These lines ar vintage Nonnus. Within the description of the
peeping Thebans is aproliferation of words designating roundness—&J.lip'i,
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G'ce(pavT6ôv

and ëKOKXOSc'LVTO (128); Tpo%OEvta (129); ë2tEcLç and again

G'cpavfl6ov

(135). Riemschneider has noted that roundness is one of Nonnus'

fondnesses, 92 and he is also partial to using clusters of nearly synonymous terms within
short passages like this one. 93 In addition, 46.128-38 contain an abundance of words and
phrases related to seeing, another of Nonnus' favourite topics: bfupav1ç (130),
OK8)(O

/66XJ.ttov öia 'tt'rcuvv (133-4), 7tcnttatvcov (137).

This produces

an effect of visual enclosure/entrapment of Pentheus. He is surrounded on all sides,
being watched from every direction. It is aparticularly unsettling iiistance of spying
because of the encirclement: typically, Nonnus presents asingle watcher, 94 whereas here,
the whole city is watching. Furthermore, the word Kt)K20
dream (44.61), where its subject is not spying Thebans but

CLV'tO

appears in Agave's

efipcc (61) about to attack

him. There are also many references to roundness/encirclement—often in words
identical to those which appear in the spying scene—in the passage of book 46 in which
this part of Agave's dream is realized: &J..tcp't, Gt8pavT6ôv and cicoicXo5av'co
(180), ëitr3vav'ro (182), 7tEptGptvaGa (183), cthtoé2tKtoç (187),
K8KO2tGVOç

(188).

The Thebans' visual feast upon Pentheus' body foreshadows

the Maenads' literal one.
Euripides' Dionysus claims that he will prevent such athing from occurring, in
the following exchange (841-2):

Pentheus:
92
13

KcCI

itcç St' âo'cEcoç etp Kaöji8toog Xa0thv;

Riemschneider (1957) 53.

Ibid. 48.

Winkler (1974) 2-3 lists 23 instances of voyeurism in the epic, and all of them have asingle watcher.
Strictly speaking, the Thebans' spying on Pentheus is not voyeurism, but it is curiosity-driven peeping that
Pentheus does not notice happening, and Nonnus does present it as sexually charged; he dances like a
woman (46.116-120), he releases his hair to let it flutter in the breeze (122), he is "fluttering his veil" (138).
94
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Dionysus: Oog ëpip.00ç 'iLcV

yth ö' i'iojicu.

1
4

Soon after this, Dionysus claims adesire to make Pentheus 'yXco'ca (854),
yovcLtKOj.lop(pov &'yój.icvOv &'

Gtcaç (855), but, when the god is leading

Pentheus through the city, there is no evidence to indicate that they are being watched. 95
Thus it is almost certainly not the case that Dionysus in lines 854-5 refers to an actual
situation in the play—there would have been no spying Thebans onstage, though it could
be argued that the play's audience took on that role. In any event, nothihg is certain with
respect to the Bacchae's references to spying, whereas Nonnus makes agreat unsubtle
production of the staring citizens. Not only does it foreshadow Pentheus' demise, it
strengthens the parallels between Pentheus and the Maenads (and, hence, Pentheus and
Agave): like the Maenads, Pentheus, dressed as aMaenad, is watched. Pentheus in the
Dionysiaca is both object and subject of peeping.

(II)

Agave's second vision is the dismembefment of Pentheus:

i'ctt J.uv 'tsv ëOicr

7tá2tv Kani'tç Wyau' ll

óJ..t8VOV GKtCpO1.O jlctcipGtOV bOOt 6vpoo
K&l. (po'tÔV bNfucápTlvov, 6it 0pcöç
E'CO 11cv0ct5ç,
oiipcc ëKoK2ci5&LV'ro, K&L w yp tov cov ëpwiv
Sv6pov

60

itct2ii'ciipt j.ic'rox2tovtcc OOv'rt,

Tp11xa?éatc ysv5ccn• ttvaco.tvoo 6 6èvöpoo
K5J43a%oc cthtoK52dGToç
6tvc5Eto HEv0Ei5ç,
icat

uv ë 21avTo öcowtO'ra Xoaaá6cç ipKTot

65

èL'ypO'rp 11 6E 2&tVcL KaTatycyOo&L itpothicoo
itpoj.t.vó0v 8G7UaCYF, XdPa...

(44.58-67)

It is true that part of the watcher's titillation results from his subject's unawareness of what is happening.
Thus, one may wonder if in fact Euripides' Pentheus is unknowingly watched as he proceeds from the city.
However, given that there is no indication in the Bacchae that anyone really does spy on Pentheus, we must
conclude that it does not happen. Had Euripides wanted the audience to know about the occurrence of such

95

athing, he would have written it into the play.
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Once again, thematic and verbal similarities abound between Dionysiaca 44.58-67
and the passage of the Bacchae on which it is based. This passage is areworking of a
substantial section of Euripides' messenger speech (1020-1151).
Thematically, as with the first vision, similarities are evident. Lines 59-60 of
Agave's dream describe Pentheus sitting high up in ashady tree—ëóJ.1cvOv
oKtcpo'to .tC'ápcflOv biJó 0t 59v6pou, 59—and are reminiscent of Bacchae 1070

(Hcv0& 5'
v

tSp5ctç

2ct'rtvwv

ówv

but), 1076 (öcov 'yap 0671CO 5ii2og

Oáccov dvo), and 1095 (thç 5' 616ov ë2á'cr 6c(Y7tO'cry ëpitcvov).

Nonnus' line 44.61 recalls Bacchae 1106

($p,

itcpttäat K)K2(p. .—and Agave
.

says this, just as it is she who dreams it in the Dionysiaca); in both cases, Maenads
surround the tree. Lines 44.6 1-3, in which the Maenads hoist the tree as though with
levers (J..tctoxXtovT8g, 62), recall Bacchae 1104 (taç &vstápwYov

t&flpotç jJ.o2oiç). Nonnus' Maenads use their teeth and jaws
(ct2rycipt ... b8óv'rt, 62;

pia2cttç yCvl58cGt, 63), while Euripides' use

6potvooç...iá5ooç (1103), but both authors refer to levers of an atypical sort. Dion.
44.63-4 restate Bacchae 1111-13 (bWo
ittit'cct itpôg o55aç j..wptotç

86' OdGcov bóOcv %aj.latlt8'C'?jç I

o'tp.oSyjuxç

118v08i3g); both versions describe

Pentheus' fall from the tree. Nonnus, as we would expect, emphasizes the somersaulting
descent of Pentheus, using 5tv658To (64) where Euripides uses ittit'cat (1112) and
leading up to the verb with abToKWl'rog and

Dion. 65 condenses the

Bacchae's attack of the Maenads, while also, as shall be discussed, foreshadowing what
is to come in book 46. And Nonnus' lines 44.66-7 restate Euripides' 1121-8: in both
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versions, araving Agave wrenches Pentheus' arm from its socket. Undoubtedly, Nonnus
has mocteled Agave's second vision upon lines 1020-1151 of the Bacchae's messenger
speech.
Nonnus tends to reword his predecessors' stories as he reworks them;
consequently, there are fewer close verbal echoes of Euripides within this section of
Agave's dream than there are thematic ones. Nonetheless, it is evident that Nonnus knew
well the Bacchae' swords, and had them in mind no less than he did the, plot as he wrote.
Even in reviewing the thematic parallels to Euripides listed above, oñe'finds similarities
which suggest, if not prove, that this is the case: Bacchae 1104 and Dionysiaca 44.62
both feature very unconventional levers; both versions have references to Maenads
encircling Pentheus' tree; both contain specific references to Pertheus falling. In all of
these cases, Nonnus uses words different from, but often synonymous with, those of
Euripides. Nonnus employs this technique throughout his epic, not only when playing
with Homer but with all of the authors to whose work he refers. His most noteworthy
and extensive near-quotation of Euripides occurs in lines 46.125-7, within the full
account of Agave's first vision. Here, Pentheus is dancing crazily (114-24), and, right
before introducing his innovation of the voyeuristic Thebans, Nonnus writes:

cthOovtaç 'cp1ccto KcCI. 65o e
11 3a ç•
2itcto ö' &izaj.iá'ccov 'cictKc'tj.lcvov bWó0v d5p.cov

ic&L

®if3

i5j..tooç

ç ëit'taitOpoto jj.c'co2tctv iw2cva

(125-7),

which echoes Bacchae 918-19 (and recalls 945-6):
K&L J.t1V

opav ..tOt 860 J..thV itooç 60KW,
ito?tt'

(and)

toiov

(918-19)

&p' ä.v 6uvcttjniv tàç Kt0atpc?vog it'coàg
ab'ccIrn BãKxatc roi.ç

ëto'tg

thp.otç qépEtv;

(945-6)
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It is astrange Nonnian echo, however. Lines 918-19 are especially crucial to our
understanding of Nonnus' literary practices, as they feature the Panopolitan's most
4

calculated use of synonyms.
In place of Euripides' Opä.v, Nonnus uses
"
"

"

ti 2tooc
65o

"
"

8took
ë7c'cci'roiov

"

"

ë6pK6'ro;
taé0ovtaç

t6i5iooç

660

ëittaitOpoto

This is Nonnus' predilection for verbal variation at its most extieme. He is
deliberately rewording Euripides' sentence, in most instances choosing synonyms of
Euripides' words not for any obvious stylistic reason but rather purely for the sake of
originality. Euripides' 560 modifies Ttooç; Nonnus' modifies

e1f3CLg.

Euripides'

(&flf3ag is modified by 810c6q. Nonnus' &ö5tooç modifies (I)aèOovtcLç. The three
words designating "two" or "double"-5O, 5tcàç, and t6l5LOoç—are virtually
synonymous; each could modify the city or the suns just as effectively as eithr of the
others. Nonnus plays with Euripides' words not because he is attempting to change or
improve the content of his predecessor's sentence in his own version thereof, but
because, when he does imitate aprior work of literature, he is insistent upon infusing it
with originality. However, whereas Nonnus' use of 6t6i5itooc and 560 adds no original
meaning to his sentence, but merely draws attention to the fact that he is cleverly going
out of his way to state Euripides' idea in different words, his

aOovTaç is not really

synonymous with Euripides' f2toog. The latter is precisely the word one would expect
to see for "suns", while Nonnus'

cLOOvTaç

would stand out even to areader

unfamiliar with the Bacchae: Phaethon, commonly, is not the sun at all; rather, he is the
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son of the sun, who perishes in adoomed attempt to drive his father's chariot. 96 Thus,
aOo\'taç is an unusual choice in itself, not merely by virtue of its being used in this
particular sentence. It draws even more attention to these three lines.
This sentence reveals Nonnus' plan of attack, or at least avery significant aspect
of it, and it explains why there are not as many precise verbal parallels between Nonnus
and Euripides (or Nonnus and anyone whose work he reworks) as we might expect. At
times, he uses synonyms simply because it seems he cannot stand to imitate another poet
too closely: when he uses the same words as apredecessor, he tends to"use them in avery
original context (e.g., he includes verbal echoes of Euripides' Bacchae within his
description of Agave's dream, which is entirely his innovation), and when he is quite
tightly adhering to some part of apredecessor's plot, he does so in different words. Even
when eager to imitate an aspect of aprior author's work, Nonnus refuses to compromise
his originality.
Though they by no means run rampant through Nonnus' description of Agave's
dream, close verbal echoes of the Bacchae do exist. They are:

B. 918

icat uv 't3c'tv ëSól(lcyc itd2tv ItcL6j.trIç 'Ayai5r
i'cciX t'?v Opv j..tot 81
50 tèv ti2toog 6oicO

D. 44.61

®TIpec ë1coK2thcycLV'rO

D.44.58

B. 1106
D. 44.67
B. 1125-7

pèp, 7r6prn'cthYat KóK2q)

itpoj.ivó0v mtac cipct
2cLf3oa S' C
bMVaIg tptc'pàv

épa...

L7tEc7CápaESv c.tov

96

Euripides, Hippolytus 735-41; Ovid, Metamorphoses, 1.750-2.400, and Dionysiaca 38.105-435.
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This adds to the Euripidean character of Agave's dream. We must keep in mind, though,
that these Euripidean themes and words are occurring within aNonnian, un-Euripidean
context.
The first of Agave's visions, as has been shown, plays out in avery different way
from its corresponding scene in the Bacchae, and the second, too, is shaped by its
peculiarly Nonnian aspects. Once again, Nonnus reshapes and perverts crucial events
from the play, producing aversion of the death of Pentheus which, though similar to that
of Euripides, is original and unusual. The most notable Nonnian dejaftures from the
playwright in 46.145-216—the lines in which Agave and her co-Maenads spot and
dismember Pentheus—are:
(1) the emphasis on the differing perspectives of Agave and Pentheus—
the theme of humans as lions and vice versa arises in Agave's
recollection of her dream and recurs in 46.176 ff.;
(2) the reversal and perversion of Agave's role in the murder (46.192 ff.;
esp. 209-11); and
(3) the long, unanswered speech of Pentheus (46.192-208).
Nonnus has apersistent fascination with the notion of faulty perception, of things
not seen for what they are, or seen for what they are not. 97 In Agave's second vision, and
the occurrence of its corresponding events in 46.145-216, the theme of perceiving beasts
as humans and vice versa arises frequently. This theme appears in the Bacchae, too—the
Cf. note 79 above. E.g., Europa seeing abull who is really Zeus (1.46-50), Cadmus appearing to be a
shepherd (2.3), the dogs' failure to recognize Actaeon (5.364-5), Actaeon's dream exhortation to his father
to look for adeer, not aman, with its repeated suggestions of "If you want to find x, look for y" (5.421-9),
Hera appears to Dionysus as Ares (189-95), Heracles crushes Periclymenos, who has the ability to change
his form, when he appears as the counterfeit shape of abastard bee" (43.249), Aura looking at Artemis and
seeing the body of alactating mother (48.351-69). There are many other examples of this Nonnian
preoccupation.

97
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chorus calls Pentheus abeast's, perhaps alion's, son, thus implying that Agave is also
inhuman
(ob yap

ë

tatoç yovauv

o / catvaç

tvog

ö'

fl

]Topyóvo)v IAt13oäv yèvoç, 988-90), and, later, Agave herself calls Pentheus
ov'cocpoi

(1196). There is also, of course, the scene in which Agave carries her

son's impaled head to Cadmus and announces that she has killed alion (1211-15 ff.). A
similar scene occurs in Nonnus' Pentheus episode, and it is discussed below. But Nonnus
takes this scene from Euripides and runs with it, using it not only where Euripides does
but in many other contexts in books 44 and 46. The effect of Nonnus' repeated use of
this theme is an increased sense of confusion and chaos for the reader of (and participants
in) his Pentheus story.
In book 46, Pentheus is noticed by Agave, who has just made aspeech to the
Maenads (162-75). Then,

eQç (pcLJJ.ávrl cicoittas KcLO1t8vov b't4fóOt 6évSpoo,
11
'ptov ocL Xovta, Osytdov o'téc'.

iat

trip

uv &ystpovatç ë1t8ctKvos Ootárn BáK%atg

ota ö'

j.tcppova eiipa KaAcato 2oáupwv.

(176-9)

These four lines contain areversal of something Agave has perceived earlier, while
recalling her dream: in lines 44.60-1, she remembers Pentheus sitting in atree,
surrounded by beasts (ica'L p0'côv bti'ccipvov, öit

0paöç

cto

llsv0i5ç, I Ofpg ëKoK2th&Lv'co ... ), and in lines 44.64-7, Agave recalls that:
tvcc'ro H8v0E3g,
KcLt Juv

tMJXi GaVTO öcöooitO'cci 2oGQd6ç ap1cTot

&ypo -épr
icpopvO0cv

è Xcuvu 1caTatooGcL 7tpOGC&?tOO
itcsx

ipw

(64-7)
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When the events foreshadowed in Agave's dream are realized, her role and her son's are
reversec. Agave had dreamt specifically of Pentheus—his name appears at the end of
il
lines 44.60 and 64, so there is no ambiguity about what she is seeing—surrounded by
wild animals

(&flpcç, 61; ápKtOt, 65) and dis-armed by alioness (2atva, 66).

When

recalling her dream, she perceives the situation as Pentheus, her human son, being
murdered by beasts, in particular alioness. This perspective is reiterated in her third
vision:

icC iG%c1cL

j.tatVOj..téVT

0p

ItflTOjtOO Hcvefiog tpu aag bij

itO6ci. ?cuj4 /....ë6CtKVOE tdptupt Kátq (44.67-71). Here "there is no
ambiguity; the beast is clearly Agave, and Pentheus' name appears once more. Agave, as
she reflects on her dream, perceives its content in away opposite to how she perceives it
when it occurs in reality. Unlike Euripides, Nonnus, through the device of the dream, is
able to have Agave view these events while she is still

tcppova, 98 and react to them

with horror (44.80-3) before they happen, as well as after. Nonnus' Agave here plays a
role similar to that of the messenger in the Baccha, but, perversely, she tells the story
prior to its occurrence, and she is not athird-party observer but the murderer and mother
of her victim.
Before she goes mad, Agave not only sees herself kill Pentheus, but also sees
herself gloat about it in aspeech where, again, the issue of who is abeast and who is
human arises. It is packed into 44.73-7. The sane Agave, reflecting on this vision of
what the reader knows to be her future actions, recalls having said to Cadmus:

"E'tt

98

'

0wyá'rip 9flpoKtóvoç c'tjL 6I jnip

Nonnus' application of this term to Agave is another indication that his use of43aKXBfl (discussed

above) implies not that she is mad, but rather that she will be.
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flevOog

OXI3tG'coto,99

Oiipw

tc'

pt2O'ci'zvoç

'Aycu5r.

2cov'toqOvrno U vtKrç
6é%VOGO T015t0 Kápflvov...
rT'tKov th2coa

r112tKov 01
5 7t0'CC OipcL Ka'c1ccavc Qy'ovoç IvoS..." (73-7)
The Agave in the dream views the situation from the Maenad's perspective, emphasizing
what she believes is the truth of the matter: she is eoyap, J.u'rT1p, 'A'ya5rt; she is a
beast killer (O1]pOKTOVOg, 28OvTo(póvoto), she has hunted down something inhuman
(OfpcL, 74 and 77). A similar scene, and asimilar speech, occur in the

acchae; they are

discussed below. By having this terrible misperception simultaneousl)# foreshadowed
and recalled by asane Agave, Nonnus perverts both Euripides' chronology (as he often
does) and Agave's function and personality. While Euripides' Agave has no idea that she
is soon to slay her son, Nonnus' Agave must experience the added anguish of seeing
herself do it before she actually does it.
Lines 46.176-9 articulate both perspectives. This is the moment when Agave's
perception undergoes areversal, and in this sentence, Nonnus combines her former sanity
with her current madness. In 176-7, the mother sees her son, who is like (ocL) alion; in
178-9, Agave shows the other Maenads what she sees, calling her

téa

J.tppova

(Nonnus calls Actaeon jicppovt O5j.t(o, 5.333) abeast in acrazed voice. Whereas in
her dream she sees Pentheus encircled by beasts and attacked by alion, when the scene
occurs in reality, she, crazed, sees her son as lionlike and beastly. The reversal of
Agave's perception is artfully articulated in the construction of lines 177 and 179. In
177, the o'ia acknowledges Agave's misperception while emphasizing the truth, and the
placement of dtta beside flTp draws attention to the familial bond—if not identity—
'Nonnus uses this word perversely throughout the Pentheus episode, always forcing it upon those to
whom it is least applicable. Cf. Wifstrand (1933) 81.
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between the two, thus stressing the horror of what is to come. Line 179 is amisperception
neatly enclosed within two halves of acontrast: it begins with

itéa 6'

uppova and

ends with Agave's 2OGGC6L (p()v', effectively expressing the dichotomy of sanity and
madness, and the perspectives of Pentheus and Agave respectively. In the centre is

Oi]pa Ka2c5aTO, aphrase which captures both Agave's faulty perception and the
truth—she calls him abeast, but we know that he is not one. The location of Oi'ipa
beside o'i.,éa

6'

J..t(ppOVa is yet another instance of contrast, but Nonnus' seamless

side-by-side placement of these words blurs the dichotomy he has established in 177: the
line's caesura in fact falls after @flpa, and this in conjunction with Nonnus' familiar habit
of doubling or tripling synonyms in asentence' °° could certainly, cause confusion to the
reader of this line.
Were it not for the device of the dream, 46.176-9 would not be nearly so effective.
That Nonnus has Agave view the situation from two opposing perspectives allows him to
create instances of misperception that could never have existed in the Bacchae, and
reverse those which are reminiscent of the play.
Sparagmos is never pleasant. In the Bacchae, there is horrible irony in the fact
that Pentheus' dismemberment is spearheaded by his own mother. The messenger

explains: 7tpO5tll 6 n'cip ipcv 'tspta póv00 /-Ka'
t itpo7tt'cv6t

vtv

(1114-5). Euripides' Pentheus, in his short pre-mortem outburst, tries to get Agave to
recognize him as her son, drawing attention to their family ties in afailed attempt to
avoid being ripped to shreds (1118-21), but she who has begun the murder continues to
play adominant role in it (1125-8), and her sisters receive an "honourable" mention for

'
°° E.g. .tati'ipoc

1'j.iovoç

ápco

Káöp.ou, 1.45. Cf. Riemschneider (1957) 69.
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their own participation in the festivities (1129-3 1). In the Dionysiaca, Nonnus creates a
unique twist on Euripides' already grotesque version of the event by inverting the
Bacchae's irony. Whereas Euripides' Pentheus experiences agony because his mother is
leading the slaughter, Nonnus' Pentheus is similarly anguished for the reverse reason: he,
like his predecessor, cites Agave's maternity when trying to keep her from attacking him
(192-4), but, upon realizing that she is not listening (204-5),' °'decides that, at the very
least, he wants Agave to do the honours herself:

It

öè Ka'talctciv8tg ge xaptcogs
,vll tov5cyc,
go l
)vq icdiöa. 6átcaov, 676c
novs,
6ctp.ivat
Bacaapt&ov reOv o'ia vóOcu.ç ica2dtUrnv ëág.
(46.206-9)
Pentheus knows what is going to happen, and his last pathetic request is that his death
come at the hands of his mother alone. But Nonnus will not grant him this favour;
instead,

icoucv 'Ayci5ii
q.tp1 8A, j..uv 6at?itcç 'citsppoSovro 'ovctic8ç
XP, PC5IV Ôoiou5t ico2tvSothvoo 68, lcovtTl
f tv OicuOt6tooç ltó&Lç tpo5v, i1 S 2c43oka
cvrcplv itpoOè2oj.tvov &véitcucv, Ab'rovóil
2cil?v LvTp5EcYK8

t
'Qç

pdp8vog Xvrdvcuc, ica't othc

(46.209-14)

The irony in the Bacchae is that Agave plays the leading role in her son's death; the
perverted irony in the Dionysiaca is that when Pentheus begs her to do just that, she
ignores his plea, and the Maenads attack him %p'Lv Otoi2otrn; two strangers and
Aunt Autonoe get to him before Agave does. Euripides' Agave is not persuaded (0b6'
icct0

vtv, 1124) by Pentheus' request that she stop the madness; Nonnus' Agave, on

lot Cf. Wifstrand (1933) 142: the Dionysiaca is full of speeches that appear not to be heard, or at any rate
are not acknowledged, by their intended recipients.
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the other hand, ObK

KOUYCV when he asks her to lead it. Nonnus takes an already

abhorrent state of affairs and, through perversion of Euripides, manages to make it worse.
No disturbing scenario in the poem would be complete without along,
impassioned, ignored soliloquy. Nonnus' use of such speeches is unprecedented in
ancient literature, and the proliferation of rhetorical speeches like that of Pentheus
contribute greatly to the poem's tone and to its uniqueness.' 02 The result of Nonnus' use
of speeches is profound detachment between many of the Dionysiaca' s'characters—
particularly at times when it is particularly inappropriate, as Nonnus often combines his
fondness for these speeches with his fondness for perversion and excess in his plot lines.
Pentheus in the Bacchae greeted death laconically, according to the messenger,
who reports that Pentheus, after his mother began the attack, said:

ë''th TOI Ji'r8p, s'tft iccctç
8sv
116v0815c, öv 'rciceç v 6ój.totç 'Etovoç
oicrctpc 8' 6S .ii'tp p.8, g1186' tcLlg ëp.aig
&tctpttciwt itcLt6a (; O
,v Ka'raiz'rdvflç.

(1118-21)

Pentheus in the Dionysiaca, however, is different. First, he makes his speech before the
women pounce on him, unlike Euripides' Pentheus, who pleads with his mother after she
has already begun the attack (1114, she falls upon him; 1118-21, she speaks). Second,
his speech is over four times longer than his predecessor's, and, while it appears initially
to be an imitation thereof, as the speech goes on, it becomes progressively less
Euripidean and more Nonnian. In fact what it most resembles is not the final speech of
Euripides' Pentheus but that of his own Actaeon in book 5. The speech establishes

102 Roberts (1989) discusses the characteristics of late antique literature but (a) focuses on Latin authors and
(b) does not discuss any Latin author whose style with speeches resembles Nonnus'. It seems that overthe-top, emotional, rhetorical speeches are the only kind Nonnus' characters know how to make (as
Wifstrand has noted; see note 41 above). It is hard to imagine anyone in the Dionysiaca participating in
what we would call adiscussion.
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Nonnus' Pentheus as knowing and accepting of his fate. Whereas the Bacchae's Pentheus
simply begs his mother not to kill him, Nonnus' Pentheus progresses through avariety of
mental states until he arrives at the one discussed above: acceptance of his imminent
death, combined with adesire to have it carried out by his mother, which, as has been
shown, leads to perversion of one of the Bacchae's crucial events.
Pentheus' speech can be divided into stages:
(1)Plea for assistance (192)
(2) Plea for his mother not to kill him (193-4)
(3) Rhetorical questions (195-8)
(4) Farewell to his homeland (198-200)
(5) Another attempt to get Agave to recognize him (201-4)
(6) Acknowledgement that she is not listening (204-5)
(7) Plea for his mother alone to kill him (206-8)
Of these, only the second, third, and part of the fifth resemble what Pentheus says in the
Bacchae. Euripides' Pentheus does beg his mother to let him live (1120-1), his reminder
that she gave birth to him is similar to Nonnus' Jic, 'cOy
his use of j.i1yc8p (1118, 1120), 7tcLç

'q$8pcç (197 and 204), and

éOEv (1118), H8vO5g (1119) and ita'lSa

cmv (1121) certainly resemble Nonnus' 7tcLt6opOvotç (193), pó'ccKvoç (193),
L1

(194),

COW

itcLt& (207) and 'ccOv oicL (208).

(195), 7tcUOK'cóV$ pi'cp 'A'yan (200),
103

Both Pentheuses do repeatedly come back to the

theme of their status as Agave's son and attempt to convince her not to kill them. This is
to be expected, under the circumstances. But the brief speech of Euripides' Pentheus is

103

One ought to note the profusion of Nonnus' distinctive compound words, however.
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entirely focused upon this theme, while Nonnus' Pentheus rambles for along time and
brings up many things which his predecessor does not.
In book 5, the complement to book 44, Actaeon, the complement to Pentheus,
receives acomplimentary sparagmos courtesy of his hounds. As the dogs, thinking that
their master is merely abeast,' 04 attack him, Actaeon manages to retain not only his
human mind but also his rhetorical speechmaking style, uttering a28-line lament much of
whose language and content closely resembles that of Pentheus in book46. Line 190 of
Pentheus' speech contains the phrase (ppévaç S
vGXF
, which recalls the use of

%éppovcLç in 5.368. Line 192 of Pentheus' speech, 'y8t'rova itó'q..tov 6vxCOV
KLVO1V

ë(pOé'ycL'ro

CpO)V1V, resembles Actaeon's icO'rj..tOV ëÔV

KIVI)Pfi 13poxiicct'cO (WV
ltcL'töo(póvotg iw

TEVá%COV

(5.33 6). In line 193, Pentheus uses the phrase

áirnv, which echoes 5.359,

tc[tç ica?áp.jtv

0pEa cpovaç. The latter in turn is acontrast to line 46.208's

toç

vo0atç

iccQátT1rnv ("my hands" vs. "false/bastard hands"). The word 2cl5Grn1c appears in
46.194,' ° while AO18VTt appears in 5.353. In 46.197, Peptheus says,
"obK'rt 'ytvcó icctg j.tc,

'coy

'cpcpcç,

ObKétt

5ç," which resembles

Actaeon's "ObKtt j.tOp(p1V, / obK'cL yivcói'coornv

104

ëj..tv ë'ccpOOpoov

Here, too, Nonnus plays with the notion of beasts, humans, and who seems what to whom. This

situation is asort of inverse of Pentheus' situation, in that Actaeon, unlike Pentheus, really does have the
shape of abeast, and the dogs, unlike the Maenads, really are inhuman. Actaeon says,
"&?Xopoç yap /
JJ.op(p1' øllpàc 9
XEt j.ts, Kcu &vépoç

&ro. /aTcovcgpcp icáts OIpsç
t7Ct
GTSV6XODG tV UgOPQ....b.L8voç R /6ppi5ot OipctUtv
,éppova öáxpoa
stt3co" (5.346-5 1).
105

fleoc

Nonnus ends line 46.197 with 2El5oQEtç; this is probably an intentional play on words.
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tth" (5.364-5). The phrase TCÔV

ÔJ.LJ.1cL in 46.198 recalls book 5's

6I /O0aXtOv (341-2) and óJ4tcLrnv

c'répotcv (345). Also at

the end of line 46.198, Pentheus says, "cLtpc, Kt0atpthv", which recalls the end of
5.355, c'tlté, Kt0cLtpGSv. In book 46 Pentheus says, "6pK6O J.tOp(piv /
LVöpO.téi]V...Ob 01]pcL
"jiop(p

0'rpôg

oK63Ctç" (201-2), while in book 5Actaeon laments,

ct p, KcCI

tvèpoç fOoç

(347). Nonnus' two uses of

qt6co in line 46.203 echo his use ofupEt6êcLç in 5.358 and &pct6xn in 5.362. In
46.207, Pentheus uses öá1cLGYOV and J.LT16è 6cq.t'?vcLt, while Actaeon uses
öáp.cwcEv in 5.360 and fl]öè...öáJ1cLxcLv in 5.364.

It is evident from the quantity of verbal parallels between these two passages, and
the thematic parallels they imply, that Nonnus intended for them to complement each
other. It is no accident that Nonnus uses the phrase itcv0d6t (pQ)V

(5.267; it reappears

in 46.241), and the phrase itáv0st .t1jtTp in 5.374. They are puns designed to make
the reader think of Pentheus. And while Pentheus' speech in book 46 does contain
reminiscences of its corresponding speech in the Bacchae, the' similarities between
Pentheus' speech and that of Actaeon are much more pervasive and significant.
Furthermore, in addition to the verbal and thematic parallels, Nonnus establishes an
ironic contrast between the two passages: Actaeon in 5.360-4 laments that he wished
some other animal, instead of his own dogs, had killed him, while Pentheus, as we have
seen, wishes for his own mother, not someone else, to kill him (46.206-8). In the latter
passage, then, Nonnus is not only perverting Euripides' plot but inverting one of his own
motifs. In this linking of the two characters and the similarities in their final speeches,
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Nonnus demonstrates that he is less concerned with imitating Euripides than with
creatingthematic continuity in his own poem: the description of Agave's vision leads us
to think Nonnus will follow Euripides, but when the scene occurs in reality, we find
instead that he has stopped following in the playwright's footsteps and stepped back into
one of his own well-worn paths.

(III)

Nonnus narrates Agave's third vision thus:
K&t öY8tcL JA.CLtVOJ1V1] 0p

ftttOjtoo HEvofloc ëpcwcLv11 7tó6cL 2at4
0ri'ya 2 èotc Ov5ct 5tBpwcv &v0cpcOva,
acs.Aov 6 áprvov 'cKol5(ptccv ä.p7ccLyt
70
o'uctpà 3atovoo, icfi ëöctivoc j.icip'cop Ká6cp
ojiévi, OPOT AITI V 6'
vnjiovu ico
viv
"E'tj.tI tcfl 0oycitrp eTIpoKTovoc• 8'tJ.tt 5
flcveoç O243tc'coto, tcf tpt2Ot81voç 'A'yai51i.
tii2Aicov d5Xca Ofjpa• ?cov'roqóvoto öè vtKflç
75
6%VOQO tOO icdpiivov ëLfl icpcotci'yptov &2Kfl;
'r112tKov o5 nou Oflpa izarèictavc ai5'y'yovoç 'IvoS,
ob icrdvsv AbtovOii ab 6è a6g ooXa irat6ôç 'Aya5ç
irfov &putoicOvoto tsoi 7tpo7cápo06 t82aepoo."
(44.67-79)

Like the first two visions, the third, 44.67-79, contains both thematic and verbal
echoes of the Bacchae. Thematically, everything in this passage corresponds to
something in the play. The lioness' detachment of Pentheus' arm recalls Bacchae 1125-7

(AcLf3oöcc1. 6' th2èvcuç tptc'cEpàv X9pa, /7U kE
UP& MV vtti3tha 'coi
öo6cttjiovoç /

.c7tdpav

JJov). The exulting lioness' presentation of the

head to Cadmus recalls Bacchae 1238-9 (qp(j) 6' ëv th2vcarnv, cbç Opç,
'cciöc I 2c43okc t&pwtc1a), and her triumphant speech, too, is based closely on its
Euripidean counterpart (but we should keep in mind that in the Bacchae it is not uttered
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by atalking lion). She draws attention to the fact that she is Cadmus' daughter, as she
does in the Bacchae (D. 44.73, B. 1233-7). Both Agaves also call themselves the mother
of Pentheus (D. 44.73-4, B. 1212—note that this is not aline from Agave's first speech to
Cadmus). Each brags about her hunting skills (D. 44.75, B. 1236-7, 1241-2), declares
herself more outstanding than her sisters (D. 44.77-8, B. 1234-7), and commands
Pentheus to hang the head on the wall (D. 44.79, B. 1239-40). Once again, all the themes
from Agave's dream correspond closely to Euripides' plot. Once again Nonnus is
creating the illusion that he intends to imitate Euripides.
Verbally, there are fewer parallels. The reason for this is that Nonnus has
reversed Agave's perspective in the dream such that she and her companions are beasts
attacking ahuman Pentheus. This has no effect on the presence of thematic parallels,
because, despite the reversed perspective, themes from the corresponding Euripidean
passage are nonetheless equally employable and appropriate, whereas direct echo is less
likely to occur between two passages with such significant dissimilarities. However,
Nonnus does use Euripides' words in Agave's speech, in the following lines:
D. 44.76
B. 1240-1

D. 44.78-9

B. 1213
1239-40

voao toiYco lccipl]vov ëj..tfç icpoyra7pov &2Kfg
ai) öä, ltátcp,
JfLL
cpo'tv .
ycLopo15J.lcvoç 6I 'roç ëjo'tç uypci5p.aa...
343oXcL 7tath6ç 'Aycu5rç
tfov 6PI GTOMWO10 'r8oi itpoirápoOc j.tc2dOpoo
ic'iiic'rfôv itpôg thKooç ittáxiov
Xc43o&t thpi'rcIcL, aotat icpôç óp.otg...
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In addition to direct echo of the Bacchae, Nonnus is here again playing with Euripidean
synonyms, using the phrase 'tEOI

icpoitãpotOc j..tsX.áOpoo (79) where Euripides uses

tpôç o'ticooç K24LciK(OV (1213) or 50'Ixn itpôç 6óog (1239).
In 46.213-264, the final installment of the dream comes true. Agave decapitates
Pentheus and heads home to Cadmus. Nonnus once more demonstrates that he is
uninterested in merely following Euripides' plot, and creates more links between the
three Pentheus books and the rest of the Dionysiaca. The most notably Nonnian aspects
of this section are:
(1) the continued mistreatment of Artemis (221-24);
(2) Agave's claim that Artemis, the Dryads, and Ares were watching her
(223, 225-9); and
(3) Agave's (as opposed to amessenger's) announcethent of the
slaughter to Cadmus (221-38 ff.), and the replacement of Euripidean
stichomythia with along speech by Cadmus (239-65).
Perhaps the only point upon which all of Nonnus' fans and critics would agree is that
he is superlatively shameless. When Agave presents her son's head to Cadmus, she says:

"Kác jthicap, 1ccL2éco s jiaithptcpov
v G1co7tXotç yàp
cp?tv Owp1iK'rotrnv Lp1GTE5OUcLV 'Ayw3riv
"Apt.jitç ëc3Koltt&8, ia't c' 7m', ks 8ancktq
yprg,
•fik ov ntOK27ttOoGcL XEOVTO(póVOu YéO Ko3pflç"

(221-4)

Nonnus has brought Artemis back to be the recipient of more sacrilege. In the Bacchae,
Agave does brag, extensively, about her "accomplishment" (1233-43), but there is no
mention of Artemis in these lines. As if it is not enough to have linked the goddess
romantically to all manner of gods and mortals, here he has Agave claim that Artemis
was jealous as she watched the Maenad skewer her son on athyrsus. This is reminiscent
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of the version of the Actaeon myth that Nonnus rejected: just as Actaeon, in the alternate
tradition, brags that he is abetter hunter than Artemis, so Agave makes asimilar claim,
It

perverse not only because it is she, not Actaeon, who makes it, but because she is
bragging about having slaughtered her own son, not awild animal. Every time Artemis
appears or is invoked in the Dionysiaca, Nonnus further perverts her role. Here he has
Agave's first comment to Cadmus relate directly to Artemis: Cadmus is blessed because

('yap) Artemis has seen Agave's activities. He builds up suspense by *aiting for aline
and ahalf before revealing her, the subject of the sentence, and then has Agave
immediately add that this goddess who is so consistently infuriated by mortals' claims of
superiority or offenses against her (Niobe, Actaeon, Agamemnon, Aura, Orion, etc.) and
who never fails to act on her rage in apowerfully destructive way against her offenders,
will make an exception for Agave and hide (b7toK21ttoo(X) her alleged jealousy. The
Artemis of ancient literature with whom we are familiar hides nothing. The Artemis of
the Dionysiaca is constructed entirely of inversiong and mockeries of her usual character,
and is constantly avictim of the poet's, or his characters', gleeful sacrilege.
Agave is bragging, as she does in the Bacchae, but her speech in Nonnus'
Pentheus episode is not Euripidean. Her opening line seems to confirm what the dream
passage hints at—that Nonnus intends to follow Euripides. But at the offensive,
unconventional mention of Artemis, we realize we are back in Nonnian territory. The
realization is confirmed as Agave continues:
KcCt Apoá6ç Oã43i- av ëjiôv itóvov
Apjiovtrç

y8vét1c

1ccKopoOJ.évoç

t8'p1ç

OáSt

Se

07
XID

itctt6ct tv hai6 il pov ëOdj4c xá2KEoc"Ap11g
Oi5pGov LKov'ctooGav &2otriipa XOv -rav,
KO5tOWV.

(225-9)
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Agave says Artemis was not the only one watching her performance. She seems at least
as preoccupied with who saw her take down Pentheus as she is with the act itself. How
she knows (or why she thinks) there were gods and Dryads spying on her is not
explained, but she appears certain about it and the reader is given no reason not to follow
her lead. Furthermore, having told her father who was watching the deed, she goes on to
say:

ö 6, Káö..tc, tcv ëinftopa 0o5Kcov
cpo Ká2EGov, ö7twg cp0ovcpctv Otco7tcLiç
0pocpOvooç tpö'ccLç Ot
5cl8 ytvatoo.
(229-31)

H8vOa

Here again we see Agave's fixation with sight and eyes. Like Artemis, Pentheus too will
be jealous of her ((p0ovEpotv Oicwitciiç). The use of O7cwTtcCtç in line 230 and the
similar-sounding, linguistically related Oinicctctc in the next line draws our attention
to Agave's (and Nonnus') desire to have eyes upon her. Two things contribute to the
perverse Nonnian irony of this remark. Firstly, it was Pentheus' spying that led to his
death, and secondly, his eyes are in fact upon her as she speaks; she is, after all, carrying
his head. Whereas Euripides' Agave brags about her achievement and ability, as
discussed above, Nonnus' Agave, before doing the same (232-8), presents acatalogue of
her spectators and ironically demands that Cadmus call Pentheus to come and behold this
sight with his eyes. This focus on vision and spying, in addition to the perverse portrayal
of Artemis, makes Agave's speech Nonnian and connects it thematically to the rest of the
Dionysiaca.
The importance of Artemis to the epic has been repeatedly noted. Agave's other
alleged spectators, the Dryads and Ares, have significance in the Pentheus episode and
throughout the rest of the poem. Dryads, and their metrically variant equivalents
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(Hadryads, Hamadryads) are found in the Dionysiaca wherever there are trees to inhabit
(hence their name). Because they live hidden in the woods, Nonnus occasionally has
them witness one of the epic's disturbing or unpleasant acts, which very often occur in
forested areas. Nonnus also capitalizes on their fear of defloration repeatedly in the epic,
most notably in 2.98-162, where two displaced Dryads express their concern about being
found and raped, now that their trees have died due to Typhaon's drainage of the world's
water. Euripides' Bacchae has adisturbing forest scene, but no Dryads. In the play, it is
only the messenger who views the sparagmos and reports it to Cadipus(1043 ff.). When
Nonnus' Agave says that Dryads were watching her, she distances herself further from
Euripides while linking herself to the other points in the epic where someone's actions
are seen by spying Dryads.
Ares is not completely excluded from the Bacchae: in line 302, Teiresias,
referring to Dionysus, says,"ApcoSç 'cc

to'tpcLv

j..tc'rctXc4thv

%Ct 'ctvã. Dodds

comments that "the reason for this slightly artificial introduction of Ares is perhaps the
special position which he held in Theban legend". 106 He is likely correct; even in aplay
about Dionysus, Ares' connection to Cadmus' foundation of the city cannot be forgotten.
In his book 44, Nonnus similarly includes atribute to Ares—the god's statue oozes blood
(44.44-5). This is so explicitly connected to Thebes and its inhabitants that we cannot
doubt Nonnus' intention to link the god to his city. But Ares appears or is mentioned
frequently in the Dionysiaca; he is neither exclusively nor even primarily the god who
had ahand in Thebes' foundation. Above all else, he is the god of war and slaughter. Of
the more than 30 Nonnian epithets and descriptions of Ares listed in Peek's lexicon,' 07

106

Bacchae, 110.

'
0'Peek (1968-75) vol. 1, s.v'ApTic.
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most relate to war, while only

AlpKa'tOv (2.671) connects him to Thebes—and

ironically, as Rose notes, "It is rather too soon to give him that epithet, for there was no
Thebes as yet and no Dirce." °8 Furthermore, he is ®ptKtoç"Apç in both 27.313
and

48.227:109

Nonnus, then, does not present Ares as particularly or solely Theban in the

Dionysiaca, though in books 44 and 46 he does, appropriately (for once), attribute special
significance to Ares. Of course, being Nonnus, he does this as inappropriately as
possible. Making him aspectator of Agave's activities is, like many other things in
Nonnus' Pentheus episode, unprecedented. Agave's description ofAres as

tizcprç U. I' Appovtiç yvtiç... /
... %d2Kcoç "Apilç (46.335-7) combines
his Theban connections (Harmonia's parent) with his usual role (brazen), all within a
context that is novel and Nonnian.
Messenger speeches and stichomythia are common stylistic devices in Greek
tragedy. The former are, among other things, aplaywright's way of narrating violent acts
which he had no means of staging. The latter is us'e' dto create intensity in the dialogue of
two characters; it can also, as Dodds notes, "0 serve as asort of literary drumroll, leading
up to amoment of particular significance" or acharacter's departure from the stage.'

2

They are two of the most defining formal features of tragedy.
Both of them appear in the Bacchae after Agave has killed Pentheus. A
messenger comes to inform the chorus, and the audience, of Pentheus' death. As soon as

108
109

In Rouse (1940) vol. 1, 93, note d. See note 49 above.
Peek (1968-75) vol. 1, s.v'Apç.

Bacchae, notes to lines 651-3 (p. 157), 836 (p. 178), 842 (p. 179), 927-9 (p.194), 1268-70 (P. 230).
Dodds (1960), commenting on 1268-70: "The decisive moment is marked, as atAlc. 1119, by abreach
of stichomythia: after 1269 we may suppose apause of hesitation, during which Cadmus waits in
expectant silence. Cf. El. 965, which is similarly followed by apause while Electra gazes at the
approaching figure, and IT 811, where Orestes pauses to think of atest" (230).
112 As perhaps in Bacchae 836 (Dodds [1960] 178) and certainly in 842 (179).
110

"
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he has finished his 109-line speech (1043-1152), without waiting for areaction to -his
shocking announcement, he leaves. Later, Cadmus enters the stage, where Agave and the
chorus have been discussing Agave's recent "hunting" expedition (1153-1215). He and
his daughter soon begin an exchange in stichomythia, Cadmus slowly leading Agave
back to reason and forcing her to recognize the truth of what she has done (1263-1300).
The Dionysiaca is of course not atragedy; even the Pentheus episode, which, as
Hopkinson notes, is of approximately the same length as the Bacchae,'

and contains

reminiscences of the play's content, does not resemble it stylistically. It is atragic story
told in epic style—specifically, in Nonnus' epic style. And this is nowhere more
apparent in the Pentheus episode than in 46.221-38. and 239-65. There is no messenger
speech (nor is there achorus to hear it—Nonnus narrates the events to us himself, 145218), and, unlike in the Bacchae, where Cadmus discovers from unspecified passers-by
what has happened to Pentheus (1222-4), Nonnus' Cadmus learns it from Agave herself.
Her speech, though reminiscent of aspeech of Euripides' Agave (1234-43; see above), is
more horrifying than its model in that Nonnus, unlike Euripides, has not eased Cadmus'
shock by allowing him to hear about his daughter's crime bef6re having to see his
dismembered grandson and hear Agave brag about the murder. The speeches are similar,
but their context is significantly different. As aresult of his altering this part of
Euripides' plot, Agave's words are more shocking, and Cadmus' grief is more intense.
As with the dream in book 44, Nonnus gives Agave amore prominent, active role in the
story than she has in the Bacchae. Just as her dream is, as has been discussed, aperverse,
inverted messenger speech, so here her bragging and explanation of the day's activities
make her amessenger to Cadmus.
113

Hopkinson(1994c) 121.
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In Bacchae 1233 ff., Euripides' Cadmus and Agave speak to each other in
lb
stichomythia, the former gradually coaxing his daughter toward revelation of her true
actions and recovery of her sanity, the latter paying careful, active attention despite her
madness. In Dionysiaca 46, however, in response to what he has seen and heard,
Cadmus makes along, rhetorical speech (239-64), which is followed (it would be
incorrect to say answered: the intended recipient of the speech does not acknowledge it)
by astylistically similar speech from Agave (283-319). Again, Nonnus\is inverting
Euripides. Cadmus' speech is 22 lines long, and it is atypically Nonniàn outburst—it is
long, repetitive, 114 emotionally intense,' 15 pithy, and full of uneasy unions of mutually
exclusive or discordant
person to whom it is directed.

116

it contains acatalogue;'

7 and

it is ignored by the

18

The description of Agave's dream is, of course, only avery small piece of
Nonnus' Pentheus episode, but it is the most intriguing and enlightening instance of
something that Nonnus does again and again in books 44 to 46. Further study of other

114

Lines 242-4 all begin with oiov Ouipct

3dtcLcY3cLç;

245, 246 and 25d all have

'tOy

after the caesura;

245 and 246 begin with 6p1C8O G8'Io ?ov'tct; 250 and 252 contain KaXGa) and
respectively; 253 and 254 begin with KcLXt; 254 and 256 end with Kpovtov. Cf. Schmiel (1998), esp.
pp. 326-328 on Actaeon's speech in book 5, which is most similar to Autonoe's in terms of its subject
and emotional intensity (both situations feature aparent grieving for amurdered child).
ItS Of course the exclamation points with which Rouse ends most of Cadmus' statements do not appear in
the Greek, but Isuspect Nonnus would have used them just as frequently had they been available to him.
116 Most notably: asensible beast, 242; abeast from the womb of awoman, 243; alion cradled in aman's
arms, 247; alion nursed by ahuman mother, 246-8; ason's life ended by the one who gave it to him, 252; a
breathing corpse, 260.
117 Here, of Cadmus' children and their misfortunes: mo lives in the sea (256), Semele has been incinerated
(256) Autonoe laments Actaeon (257), Agave has killed Pentheus (258), Polydorus is an exiled wanderer
(259).
118 See note 41 above. Cadmus has not drawn Agave out of madness; Nonnus reports that Dionysus
voov t8't8rK6v 'A'ycunç (270). Though Cadmus has made aspeech so powerful that inanimate
Cithairon and its trees and fountains, and agroup of Dryads, lament on account of having heard it (2658)—it has even brought tears to the ungrieving/Pentheus-less (Lt8vOfytoo, atasteless pun if ever there
was one) Dionysus (269-70), but Agave is oblivious. What causes her immense grief is the sight of
Pentheus' head, when she recognizes it as such for the first time (274), after Dionysus has returned her

matter

sanity.
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such scenes in these books would, Ithink, yield the same conclusion: that Nonnus does
not want to imitate Euripides, that he wants to do everything Euripides does not, that the
most crucial themes and motifs in the Pentheus episode simultaneously connect them to
the Dionysiaca and distance them from the Bacchae. Nonnus very consciously, very
deviously sets up the illusion that he intends to imitate the playwright, but in the end he
always veers off the Euripidean path into his own literary world of inversion, misquoted
quotation, disassembly and strange rebuilding of plot details, and increased or decreased
emphases on characters and events. When he does imitate Euripides, lie does so within
contexts that Euripides would (and, in some cases, could) never have created. In short,
Nonnus' version of his predecessor's work is aperversion, and asuccessful one.
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CHAPTER THREE
The Final Insult: An Inverted Plot Pattern in Dionysiaca 48

Prophetic dreams feature prominently in Greek literature. Often, their recipients
are girls of marriageable age, and their function, ostensibly, is to plant into these girls'
minds an awareness that the next phase of their lives, which will include defloration and
motherhood, is imminent. It is not the case that the dreams are causing;the girls to think
about marriage, but it is no more true that the dreams are always synbó1ic representations
of thoughts the girls have already begun to have. For many of Greek literature's most
famous females, aprophetic dream of this sort tends to be the starting point of avery
specific chain of events which occur in the same way to every girl regardless of her
reaction to her dream, or her willingness (or lack thereof) to take an active role in its
fulfilment. For Homer's Nausicaa and Tyro, Aeschylus' lo, and Moschus' Europa,
though they are the products of different poets, time periods and literary genres, adream
sets off the same sequence of events, which plays out as follows:
1. Dreamer reacts strongly to what she has just dreamed;
2. Dreamer removes herself from the place where she has been sleeping, and
usually goes outside, often with agroup of friends;
3.Dreamer goes somewhere where there is water—a river, ocean, or fountain;
4. Dreamer is separated from her friends (if necessary) and then deflowered by a
god; and,
5. Dreamer subsequently gives birth.
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That the personalities of Nausicaa, Tyro, Europa, and lo have little in common is
irrelevant: the five experiences listed above will occur to all of them, with the exception
of Nausicaa, whose story ends halfway through the fourth, and in the same order for all of
them, with the exception of Tyro, in whose story there are afew explainable variations.
After the similarities in the stories of these four girls have been identified,
Nonnus' Aura will be considered. Like the others, Aura has an experience that follows
the pattern, but, unlike the others, she is adevotee of Artemis obsessed with preserving
her virginity. In the final book of his epic, Nonnus takes this well-kno'n pattern from
Greek literature and perverts it as much as he can. He creates anew literary character
(this is Aura's first and last appearance in Greek literature), establishes beyond adoubt
that she has neither the inclination nor the ability to deal with sex and motherhood, and
then proceeds to inflict those things upon her anyway. It is both the Dionysiaca's
greatest disaster and Nonnus' greatest success—horrif'ingly destructive for Aura and
many of the people (and animals) around her, but also afitting climax to an epic infested
with perversions and preoccupied with its own originality.

1. REACTION
In Homer, dreams are most often objective.'

9

That is, Homer's dreamers, upon

awakening, are not usually confused and do not usually have to spend agreat deal of time
interpreting what they have dreamed. And for the Greeks, dreams, or at any rate the ones
in which they were most interested, 120 were thought to be predictive. 121 We see this view

"s' Dodds (1951) 104-106.
120 Not all dreams were thought to be predictive: according to Artemidoros, probably the most well-known
ancient dream analyst, there are "two types of dreams: only one, the oneiroi, points forward, while the
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reflected in Greek literature: dreams reveal the future, and acharacter may run into a
problem when (s)he fails to interpret the dream correctly, but there is always asingle
correct interpretation which is aprediction of something to come.
Homer's Nausicaa dreams that afriend of hers, who is in fact Athena in disguise,
is standing before her and speaking to her. Luckily for Nausicaa, and luckily for us,
Athena does not mince words: "O'L

S yáLoç

GEöOv ëTtv," she says (Od. 6.27).

This is the message in four of the five girls' dreams, though they do not always receive it
in an explicit and straightforward form. Nausicaa receives detailecLinstrnctions from the
goddess: she is told what to do, when to do it, where to go and how to get there. 122 She
has been careless (gF Oigova, 6.25) up to this point, but when she awakens she will be
so no longer.
Nausicaa, of all these dreamers, is the happiest and most willing to accept the
implications of her dream. She does not try to resist; rather, she runs to her father first
thing in the morning and ecstatically begs to be allowed to do laundry. Is herfather
confused or disheartened? No; he knows exactly what his daughter is thinking

(7táv'rcL

vóct, 6.67) and is as happy to let her go as she is to be allowed to go. For

other, the enhypnia, holds no interest because they are indicative merely of apresent state of affairs" (Price
[1990] in Halperin, Winkler and Zeitlin, eds. [1990] 371).
121 According to Price (1990) 366, unlike certain relatively modern dream analysts, those of ancient Greece,
notably Artemidoros and Macrobius, based their analyses on aconception of dreams as predictive as
opposed to retrospective. Four of the literary girls in question are explicitly described as having oneiroi:
Nausicaa, Od.6.49; Jo, Prometheus Bound 655; Europa, 1; Aura, Dionysiaca 48.263. Icannot recall ever
having run across the word vóicvtov in Greek literature, where the vast majority of dreams are predictive.
122

"&22' 'tóisv 1c2uvooGcLt &t fo't
tvovrpt /...&?' á'y' t7u6 ,cpuvov itatpa ic2utôv
fi 6 Oi. itpô / ijitóvouç ica't áp.aav ëpo7c2'tGcu, i isv áyt / ?tpá 'c8 KCC
icéit2ooç Ka't nysa n'yaXósv'ra" (Od. 6.31-38).
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Nausicaa and her family, the dream and its inevitable result are unproblematic. But not
everybody can be as easygoing and cheerful as aPhaeacian.
Homer's Tyro, who speaks to Odysseus in the underworld, describes experiences
quite different from those of Nausicaa (and, as we shall see, of Jo, Europa and Aura as
well). Tyro's story, though brief, does include all five of the above elements, but in her
case they occur in adifferent order. She goes to the river
deflowering

(4),124

then has her dream

(1),125

(3),123

then receives adivine

then goes home (2) (as opposed to away

from home, as the others do), 126 and then gives birth to the childreaPoeidon has
promised to her (5). 127 And so her dream is different from those of the others, because it
serves adifferent purpose: Tyro has departed from childhood already, 128 and so needs no
reminder or warning that she is not alittle girl anymore. Tyro's dream comes from
Poseidon, and she is informed not that she will soon become pregnant but that—
surprise!—she already has:

"XcItp8, y5vat! ... Terctg &y2aà 'réiva," announces

the god (11.248-9; how convenient for Poseidon that %cClpe means both "rejoice" and
"goodbye"). Tyro's dream is the typical virgin's worst nightmare. 129 But Tyro, like
Nausicaa, seems to accept her circumstances without complaint; she does not in fact
rejoice, but she does not become despondent or murderously psychotic either. The
brevity of the Tyro story prevents it from giving much attention to Tyro 's psychology, 130

123
124
125
126
121

Od.11.238-40.
11.245.
11.247-52.
11.251 ("vv
11.254.

S' gp xsu itpOç ö6j.tct," Poseidon instructs her).

128 The significance of her falling in love with ariver, and spending her days in its waters, will be discussed
later.
129 Especially in the pagan world, where the notion of immaculate conception is inconceivable. Virgins
who are impregnated by Greek gods are not worshipped as exemplars of holy chastity. Defloration, for the
Greeks, is defloration; whether it comes from amortal or an immortal does not matter.
130 As is noted by Schmiel (1981) 268.
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but, presumably, if she had been inordinately excited or horrified by Poseidon's
announcement, we would have heard about it.
Aeschylus' Jo has not one dream but rather arecurring dream which haunts her
nightly for some unspecified period of time; Jo describes it to Prometheus thus:

"cii y&p

ówctc

vvoxot

25svat Iëç 7tapO8vvaç toç ëj.ioç

7capryOpoov" (Prometheus Bound, 645-6), later adding,

"tOtOl6s

ltáGag

ixppóvaç 6v8tpa5t /auvax6J.qv S5'rrvog" (655-6). Like Nausicaa, lo gets
instructions about where to go. 131 She is even told who is in love with her. 132 This is a
very straightforward dream. lo may not like what it tells her, but what it tells her is not
unclear in any way. Why, then, when lo tells her father Inachus about the dream (thereby
taking astep further than does Nausicaa, who does not reveal the cause of her happiness
to her own father), is he so confused, and why, when he consults oracles as aresult of his

confusion,

are

their pronouncements "tho?oG'róp.00ç / tij.iooç 6oicpttcoç

'c' c'tprpvooç" (66 1-2)? Inachus is like Nausicaa's father in reverse: where the former
"understands everything" despite Nausicaa's embarrassment to tell him anything, the
latter understands nothing despite the fact that Jo tells him everything.
It is with Jo that we first see clearly one problematic aspect of these prophetic
marriage dreams. While Nausicaa is ready for her future and plays an active role in
bringing it (or, at least, some of it) to fulfilment, and Tyro responds to her pregnancy with
indifference if not glee, Jo has no desire to leave her home, be acow, or enter
motherhood. She has not chosen this; Zeus has chosen her, and he is going to have her in

''
132

"sX8s itpOç Atpvic J3aOv /Xctt6va" (652-3).
"Zsöç yap tépo1 J3tXsi. /itpàç Cob tOa?%ItaV' (649-50).
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whatever way he can, at whatever price to her and her family. 133 With the Jo story, it
becomes evident that prophetic dreams are not necessarily indicative of readiness or
willingness, on the dreamers' part, to be departhenized and become mothers. It happens
that some of the dreamers are ready, but this is by no means always or even usually the
case. These dreams do not imply consent on the dreamers' part to the occurrence of the
prophesied events. If agod becomes smitten with agirl, he will inflict his smittenness
upon her without giving her well-being asecond (or first) thought.
Unlike Jo's dream, Europa's is allusive and symbolic. It requires decipherment, if
not by Europa then by the reader of Europa. Aphrodite is the harbinger of this dream,
but it is not explicitly about marriage, 134 and Europa, upon awakening, does not have a
clue what it means (24). However, she is unsettled by it; her reaction is timid and fearful

(Sct..LaXTv, 20), and she does ask, very perceptively, "ttç tot told

cpdGj..tat'

toopctvto)v 7tpotfl28;"(21). As Moschus describes it, there is nothing particularly
pleasant about the dream; nevertheless, it is described in the very first line as

y2oicöv and Europa, once she has expressed her confusion, ends her speech with awish
that the gods fulfil the dream

"ç àya0ôv" (27). She is behaving, though she is not

aware of it, as though she does in fact understand and has in fact accepted the dream's
implications.

133 Eventually, an intelligible oracle comes to macbus: he must choose between forcing his daughter out of
his house or the equally enticing option of having himself and all his family killed by the most destructive
available lightning bolt (663-6).
134 Europa's dream is an allegorical representation of her migration from her homeland; Moschus is

aetiologizing. The dream of Atossa from Aeschylus' .Persians may be the dream's primary thematic
influence, but Atossa's dream serves acompletely different function and consequently bears little verbal
resemblance to Europa's (Schmiel [1981] 267).
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2. REMOVAL TO OUTDOORS
bnce the girls awaken, their fates are sealed. They can run—and they do—but
they can't hide. In fact, as we will see, they all run toward the very thing they think they
are fleeing. Each of the girls, immediately after opening her eyes and reacting to her
dream, leaves the place where she has been sleeping and goes elsewhere, usually
outdoors, and often gathering her friends first. In her discussion of erotic pursuits
represented in Greek pottery, Sourvinou-Inwood writes: "The scenes are undoubtedly
perceived as happening outdoors—either in aspecific outdoor spacekriown from the
story and read into the scene by the viewers ... or in an unspecified outdoor space"."' The
situation is the same in literature. Deflorations do not occur indoors. Dowden refers to
"the sense of marginality and the outside that is so prominent in the liminal stage of
passage rites".' 36 None of the authors of the stories in question make explicit reference to
ritual, but in all of the stories there are elements thereof, 137 which makes sense, as they
are old myths which may well have been explicitly.1connected to some initiation ritual in
their original conceptions (if any story is truly original).
Nausicaa, having obtained permission to air her famil/'s dirty laundry, is
surrounded by her handmaids as she leaves her house--her father has gladly provided
transpoftation (6.68)—and makes her way to the river (84-5). Tyro, who wakes up
pregnant, does the reverse and, as per Poseidon's instructions (11.25 1), goes from outside
to inside, from the river to her house; her transition from girl in the house to woman
outside the house has occurred prior to the events described in the story, and is referred to

Sourvinou-Inwood (1987) 141.
Dowden (1989) 160.
137 Not only the inside-outside transition and the family/friends-marriage transition but also, as discussed
below, the prominence of water, are concepts which take centre stage in rituals performed by maidens on
the brink of marriage.
135

136
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obliquely by means of the reference to her having fallen in love with the river Enipeus
(238-40. Tyro is not accompanied by her friends; this is, again, evidence that she has of
her own accord crossed the threshold which separates girlhood and adulthood. Jo, unlike
all the other girls, is driven out of her home by her father aKOUG aV

KWV

(671), and

will wander to her fate alone, metamorphosed, mooing, and miserable, traversing no end
of foreign lands until at last she reaches the place where Zeus will restore her shape and
impregnate her (790-815; 846-52). Europa finishes her speech, leaps out of bed
(literally—the word Moschus uses is

?LvOpOUGE, 27), and locates.her closest friends, all

in the same line; then out they all go to pick flowers. 138 We know what will happen next.

3. WATER
The girls all go outside, and, very interestingly, they all go to ariver, astream, a
fountain, or the ocean—proximity to water is aprerequisite for engaging in the sacred
transaction. 139 Once again, we seem to be dealing With an element of Greek ritual which
has, probably unintentionally on the authors' part, been incorporated into this collection
of stories. As Sissa points out, 140

2óEtv means both "to yield" and "to melt"—this

etymological connection between water and the loosening of the maiden's girdle is likely
not amere coincidence.

And Dowden discusses in detail the importance of water to the

nuptial rituals of girls, citing many examples of such rituals. "Washing or passing

138 This is abad idea. A girl near flowers is bound to be deflowered. Sourvinou-Inwood (1997) 137 notes
that girls on the brink of losing their virginity are often depicted as holding flowers; Hopkinson (1994c)
201 notes that this is acommon theme in literature, adding that Europa's fate is very similar to
Persephone's.
139 As Archilochus so eloquently calls it, First Cologne Epode 15.
140 Sissa (1990) 345, note 14.
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through water," he writes, "is the archetypal transitional ritual." 4'It makes sense that
water slould be associated with eligible virgins, as "moist, lush sites display natural
sympathy with maidens' initiation rites". 142 Rivers are both marginal and sacred. 143
Water is the harbinger of offspring for the land, and so it is thought to promote fertility in
women. 144

Redfield, who claims erroneously that "rivers do not seem to have played

much of apart in ritual", 145 goes on to cite two, one described by Pausanias (2.7.8)
"where the boys and girls supplicated the river" 146 and another from Ps.Aeschines,' 47
who discusses "the spring rite in the Troad where brides bathed in the waters of the
Scamander and called upon the river to take their virginity". 148 Girls bathed ritually at
Brauron as well. 149 This, Ithink, is enough evidence to suggest that the connection
between maidens, defloration and water is as meaningful as it is pervasive. And in the
stories of our five mythological girls, it plays out as follows.
Nausicaa gathers her handmaidens and they proceed to the river

6i 7rotapoio

(at 6' ö'rs

óoV 7c8pt1cci?A' 'ticovto, 685). Homer tells the story as though

Nausicaa is going to the river in order to do laundry, but in the story pattern as Isee it the
cause-effect relationship is in fact the opposite: Nausicaa is doing laundry in order to be
at the river. In case we haven't got the point despite Homer's bluntness, he throws in an
epic simile to help us out, comparing Nausicaa and her entourage to Artemis and the
goddess' friends (102-9), ending the comparison with adescription of Nausicaa as
Dowden (1989) 171.
'42 Ibid. 160.
14

"i Ibid. 102.
114 Ibid. 123.

"i Redfield (1994) 121. He discusses only two such rituals. Dowden's list is substantially longer; in a
single paragraph he lists ten (123), and these and more are discussed in detail throughout the book.
146 Ibid.

"v Ps.-Aeschines, Epistles, X.3.
148 Dowden (1989)123.
141 Ibid. 190-1.
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"icap0vog thjnç" (109), the latter word meaning both "unwedded" and "untamed".
The plot thickens.
11
Precocious Tyro is in love with

(tpáGa'c', 11.238) the river Enipeus. She has

been visiting her beloved frequently (1to)?GK8To, 240). We can now see the deeper
implications of this state of affairs. Loving ariver symbolizes Tyro's willingness to
make the transition from girlhood to womanhood. Had we not already seen what is going
to happen to Tyro, we would have guessed. And though Tyro's story is short, it contains
no shortage of words related to water; in just seven lines (238-44) we have

ito'ca1.1o, itotatc?v, PM,80pa, itpoxoc

7tOTcLJ.1O,

Opp5pcoV...KicL, and

icup'rco0v.' 5° One can hardly take one's mind off water when reading this passage.
And apparently neither can Tyro.
We see the same fixation on water in Jo's tale. She, as acow, goes—
ëj4Lctvc'l.

ip'ciij.w'r (PB 675)— itpOç cto'róv 'cc Kcpvctaç !Jog /

Aépvç 'CC K1Vfl (676-7). Here we have three water words in aline and ahalf of
text. If this is not enough for us, we can read on; Prometheus4tel1s Jo,
icO2tg Kávaf3oç 'catTl

0ovOç /Nc't2oo itpOç ab'ci

"o'ctv
'rOjia'ci. i'zaI.

icpooStatt / 'cv'ccd0a...i ...'ré.ctç icc2catvôv "Eitwpov" (846-5 1). Childbirth
and water are repeatedly, explicitly, linked in this play.

'° According to Liddell and Scott, the verb icoptóO) very often refers to the arch formed by abreaking
wave; hence my inclusion of this verb with the water words.
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Europa's story echoes Tyro's verbally and, to alesser but still very noticeable
extent,

tematically.151

There are water words too numerous to mention, from the

moment Europa and her friends, 'ccp1tO1cvat

'r

(U

Kcft 1a3J.tcL'rog

IXñ (36), as naively as possible, begin to gather flowers. And within Europa's story is
the flower basket ecphrasis about Jo, which, though only ten lines long, itself contains
eleven words pertaining to water. 152 As the lo story parallels Europa's, some water
words are to be expected, but it is surprising, and helpful to my argument, that they are
packed into the ecphrasis so densely and, it seems, deliberately. Perhaps the most
interesting detail of all, though, is that the bull-Zeus' first words to Europa are
"eapct

itapOcvtif

ct5tOt iOv'ctov o
4
I1a" (154). Of all things, why

should Europa fear the water? She has just been abducted; she may never see her
homeland again; she is riding on aswimming bull; she senses what the bull is going to do
to her—the water is the absolute least of her worries, or ought to be. Perhaps Moschus'
description of the water as .1t8tOV (128) makes more sense than we thought, given the
implications of its overwhelming prominence in the story.

4. SEPARATION AND DEFLORATION
The fourth stage of the maidens' post-dream experiences is separation from her
companions, if necessary, and defloration. This does not apply to Nausicaa, as she will
not be accosted by agod; rather, she encounters seaweed-encrusted briny Odysseus. And
while it may be acceptable for agod to sow his wild oats in all manner of shapes and by

''

Schmiel (198 1) footnote

25.

44 -54. We find &24Wpà...1(.2.8l)OcL (46), Vroj.thv, KOáVO1) and Oá?cL3a (47),
czytcL?o'to (48), itov'roitópov (49), ë taltópq...N6tXq (5 1) and Nst2oi óoç (53) in these lines.
'
52 Europa,
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means of all manner of deception, men in Greek mythology are less inclined to behave
this wag, although there are, of course, instances of men raping women. But we all know
A

agirl who encounters amortal man is more likely to escape with her hymen than agirl
who runs into Zeus of the immortal libido. Nausicaa is ready for marriage, and her
family is ready for her to be married; suitors have already begun to pay attention to her
(6.34-5). But her story is left incomplete in the Odyssey. Her trip to the river does not
have immediate consequences.
Tyro's separation from her friends, as Ihave mentioned, has apparently occurred
before the action of the story as narrated by Odysseus. She is alone with Enipeus when
Poseidon comes along; he surrounds himself and his woman of choice with awave,
deflowers her, and puts her to sleep (Od. 11.243-5). Tyro is the only one of these five
lucky virgins to be impregnated right in the water. And this is understandable, as she has
been the most ready and willing of all these girls to experience the next phase of her life.
Aeschylus' lo is not pregnant; Prometheus sells her that she will be, eventually,
but that she has plenty more aimless lonely wandering to do first. She is definitely as
alone as can be, having been cast out of her house and forced to roam to Egypt.
Prometheus, who has that name for areason, says to Jo, "ëvtcwOa öi

it0rnv

jippova Iëitwpthv &'rap138't X61PI

Kth

as Zöç

0vythv J.tóvov"(PB 848-

9). Perhaps bored with the usual method of impregnation, Zeus is going to try something
different with Jo.
Europa is with her friends when the bull comes onto the scene and seduces her.
The girl immediately changes her mind about her priorities; we have seen Europa and her
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friends delighting in the flowers and the water, but once the bull has made its appearance
Europa says to her friends, "8O'...&pp' 'itl

'r6

/ëóJ1.cvcL

tcLl5pci?

'rpitcój.is0a"(103-4). She has, it appears, discovered something more interesting than
flowers. But in her infuriating nescience she does not realize what that something is, and
in ashining display of (more) unintentional perversion invites her friends to mount the
bull with her. But Zeus is too quick for Europa's friends and absconds with her as soon
as she climbs onto his back, hauling her directly into the water and separating her from
her companions all at the same time (109-10). Zeus tells Europa, aload of bull riding
through the sea, that they are on their way to Crete, "öltfl vojqflci.

I.o

/

ccu"

(159-60), and as soon as they arrive, he loosens her maiden belt (164).

5. MOTHERHOOD
With the exception of Nausicaa, whose story has ceased to follow the pattern of
the others discussed in this paper, the girls becomepregnant. As Poseidon so eloquently
informs Tyro (Od.11.249-50), "Obic L7tO(pth?tOt

cbvaI /&0avá'rc)v." Tyro is

promised children and she gives birth to Pelias and Neleus (254). lo will give birth to
Epaphus, conceived by the touch of Zeus (PB 849-51). Europa in the last line of her selftitled epyllion (remember that the first line introduced ay2oiciv

Ovctpov ... )bears

children to Zeus and becomes amother (166).
It is clear that all of these stories resemble each other structurally. From a
prophetic dream to childbirth, they progress in the very same way regardless of their
protagonists' reactions to each event in the sequence. The Greeks took great interest in
dreams and were most interested in those which told the future; besides which, dreams
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are an excellent literary device, and these two factors explain the occurrence of prophetic
dreams in so many ancient works of literature. They are especially interesting to late
antique readers. Aspects of ritual, in particular the transition from indoors to outdoors
and the prominence of water in defloration, feature in all of these stories, and this
accounts for much of the resemblance between them. Sex with agod leads to offspring,
and this is why four of the girls become pregnant (and, given the absence of alecherous
god in Nausicaa's story, why one of them doesn't). All of the above factors combined
allow for four extremely different girls to have very similar lives.

Was Nonnus aware of this pattern in Greek literature? Given that throughout the
Dionysiaca he perverts nearly every imaginable literary genre and motif, and does the
same to the individual authors on whose work he bases his own versions of myths, it is
probably safe to say that he was. Nonnus' book 48 is, among other things, adisturbingly
perverse story. Its perversion stems from the fact tiat Aura, undoubtedly the least
suitable candidate for motherhood ever to appear in literature, has motherhood forced
upon her. While the girls discussed above do occasionally haVe difficulties with certain
aspects of their new lives, they all manage to put up with them; they give birth and
disappear from the mythological scene. This is not the case for Aura, however. Aura's
personality and circumstances, as Nonnus well knows, cannot be reconciled, and it is
precisely this unbearable tension that drives the plot of book 48.
Nonnus makes it more than clear that the huntress Aura is amilitantly
unmaternal and chaste girl (48.241-4) who bears more resemblance to alioness than to a
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human being. 153 Only Nonnus would think to bring "a desirable vision of adream
foretelli
ng impending marriage" (262-3) into such aperson's life and document the
horrifying consequences with enthusiasm. Aura is our only example of agirl who has a
prophetic dream, rejects its message furiously, and destructively resists every one of the
ensuing results. She dreams that she is alioness, and that Eros drags her to Aphrodite
and makes her slavishly bow to the goddess as he mocks her virginity (263-283). Her
reaction is, as we expect, pure rage; she has taken care to sleep under apotOv
(ptX.olcáp@8v0v (294), yet the laurel Daphne, afellow hater of intercourse, has betrayed
her. How unfortunate for Aura that Nonnus of the incessant paradoxes is writing her
story.
Aura, being ahuntress, is already outdoors; she has all along been leading a
liminal life. Like the other women, she leaves the place of her dream, in this case the
laurel tree, in outraged disgust, and we next find her driving Artemis' chariot,
accompanied by the daughters of Oceanus (48.3 10L14). Both of the rapes in book 48
occur in or near water. The first, in which Aura is the aggressor and Artemis the victim,
occurs at the bank of the river Sangarius. We know something unfortunate is about to
happen when Artemis and her servants, Aura among them, stop at the place
07CII ic2á6ov -tit OF,@pcp /Zayyapiou itota..to'io AwtE'cèç

2KE'rcLt t6wp

(48.326-7). To refer to Nonnus' writing as overstatement is an understatement; here we
have aline and ahalf in which all but two words refer to water. Not only that, but it is

153 She is alioness in her dream (48.277-8); she is alioness in labour (788), and she is alioness when she
eats her child (918).
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noontime,' 54 when the sun is hottest and people, especially those who are sweaty and
thirsty fom hunting, have water on their minds. No good can come of this.
Later, after the episode with Artemis, Aura is wandering around outdoors as
usual, and Nonnus takes care to tell us again and again and again that she is looking for a
drink. Nonnus is many things, but subtle is not one of them. He describes Aura as

lct&LKa jiactc5ooGa,

KcLtctetoç

a'L0oitt 6t4ii (572), then 6t\JaXéfl (574),

then abit later ö Je5oix5a (590), and finally she comes to the place that will be the
beginning of her end, looking to discover c'i itoOt Sta'qfthooccL z\tôç
71 twa

5rnv

'rtrr,'i'lv/ i Oov &0pTctcv Operni5'roo 7totaJ.1oio (592-3).

Since

there is no naturally-occurring water where Aura is, Dionysus has to create some.

"Tc2ctydtoo 8P,
iO2itov

iciyig

/ 'tç ctota öo 09s0pa, ic1t s'tç

o

Kott1]v," Peitho then says to Aura (598-9). No good can come of this

either.
The first "rape" in Dionysiaca 48 is perhaps the only instance in Greek literature
of amortal woman raping agoddess. It is not aliteral defloration, but what Aura does to
Artemis is undoubtedly averbal assault accompanied by invasive and unsolicited
physical contact, and the goddess reacts to it as though it had been even more than this. It
is pointless to

try

to find amotive in Aura's actions; Nonnus' primary concern here, as

elsewhere in the epic, is not cause but effect. Aura,

aog ['Ap'céuöog]

pócoca (350),' 55 as she speaks, begins by informing the unclothed Artemis that
she is avirgin in name only (351), then tells her she bears more physical resemblance to

154 The participle

tI3pttOOcXL appears in lines 262 and 335; 1E5flp43p1.àç in 590.
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Aphrodite than to Athena (3 52-5) and therefore ought to be awedding goddess with the
former 356). Aura then offers Hermes and Ares as suggestions for husbands (358). She
devotes the rest of her speech to comparing herself with the goddess, who is by now irate;
most notable here are Aura's comments that Artemis' breasts look like they are full of
milk (365-6) and that Aura's breasts, unlike those of Artemis, are "aitój.iatoi.
K1ipOK6c &GO2iiToto Kopetic" (369). What these comments add up to is that, as

far as Aura is concerned, Artemis is not avirgin at all. And the speech of Nemesis, to
whom the enraged immortal turns for assistance in devising apunishment for Aura,
begins with acatalogue of all those who have attempted to rape Artemis (392413) .156
ever mind that they are men: Aura has been ascribing masculinity to herself all along.)
This is no accident. When Nemesis says, "ASpi /itap0cvticiv 'f28'y8, KcL'L
othcTt itap@voç

'tat" (445-6),' 57 we cannot fail to see the irony, the reversal, and

the connection between what has happened to Artemis and what will happen to Aura.
Now this state of affairs must be righted; therefore Aura must be wronged. Aura's
second rape experience is areversal of the first; this time, she is the victim. Nemesis
arranges for Dionysus to fall in lust with the huntress (470-4), who, thanks to her
treatment of Artemis, has cut herself off entirely from the goddess and Oceanus'
daughters and is now, like the other girls under discussion in this paper, alone. Once

155 This is the same verb Moschus uses to describe what Europa does to the bull (& tpcLcpáa(Ks, Europa,
95.).
156 Nemesis mentions Tityos (who tried to rape Leto, Artemis' mother), Orion, Otos, and Ephialtes, and she
expresses concern that Zeus might be trying to force Artemis into marriage.
157 Note that
?sys means both "has disgraced" and "has disproved". Nemesis may be saying that Aura

has disgraced Artemis' virginity (this translation implies that Aura's words have been false), or rather that
Aura has disproved Artemis' virginity (this translation implies that there is some truth in Aura's
comments). Given Nonnus' propensity for questioning Artemis' militant virginity (several times in the
Dionysiaca there are references to Artemis as awife or mother, on which see Chapter Two), the ambiguity
here is not surprising.
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again, it is noon (590); once again, Aura is near water, or rather the fountain of wine
Dionysushas caused to spring out of the ground. The next part of the story writes itself:
she becomes crapulent, he finds her unconscious on the ground, and she is raped (599644). Aura, of all five of the characters under discussion, is the least inclined toward sex
and motherhood; none of the others have rejected those things outright, though none of
them have wished rape upon themselves either. Aura's story, like Tyro's, features sleep;
Tyro falls asleep after departhenization (Od. 11.245)158 and Aura before, It would have
been impossible for Dionysus to rape aconscious or sober Aura; Noñnus had to render
her utterly incapacitated in order for this event to happen. Alcohol-induced sleep makes
the impossible possible for the lecherous divinity.
Very appropriately, Aura is dequivered before she is deffowered; throughout the
story

the quiver is aprominent symbol whose significance becomes especially interesting

during the rape and continues to the very end of the episode. Given Aura's interest in
hunting, along with the obvious (yet, curiously,

note

often exploited in literature) sexual

connotations of the quiver and arrows, dequivering makes perfect sense. Before raping
Aura, Dionysus %Ctp ... (pC6OJthVfl 'y2CL(pOpV

L1tBTK

ppv I

1tapO6vtKiç (625-6), and after he is finished, &itô 3KO7tOO ... (pap'CpT1V /
X8tP'L Xaf3thv K&I. 'tOECL itá2tv 1tapaKá'rO2'cov5J.tcp1 (648-9).'

His removal

and hiding of the quiver symbolize his "removal" of her virginity; his replacement of the
quiver is auseless attempt to cover up his actions. Aura of course realizes immediately
that something is wrong, and before her story is over we hear Artemis say,

158

"XbGS

Se itctpOsviv toSvv, ica'rà 5' )1tVOV XEU8V"—this might be an example of
to say? In any event, it doesn't matter; the association is there regardless of

hysteron-proteron, but who's
the order of the events.
159

Aura is now called V5R(p1; afew lines ago she was ltctpOeVtKllc.
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"Avatvovri R,

cpap'cpry /ópyta jn'tutoXcoe

'ovatj..tavèog ago

BctKXoo" (773-4), we hear Nicaia's story of her own dequivering (824-5), and we see
Aura launching c'tç itpooàç her LKOJ.W5TOv (papétpTv (932) before she herself
leaps into the water. This maniacal sacrifice of a"neglected" quiver to the river is more
meaningful than we may have thought.
Not even after she has given birth does Aura show the slightest hint of maternal
instinct; in fact, if anything, the birth of her children makes her angrier and crazier than
ever. In lines 892-909 she makes ahomicidal speech, in 910-916 she tries to get wild
animals to eat her babies, and, finally, in 917-24 she tosses one of the babies into the air
and eats it. Artemis herself is terrified when she sees this and rescues the second baby:
icat6oicOtcp KO5(ptCV 6,
9081 Ko3pov &7O't

(927). (Was Aura right all along,

then, about her being more virginal and less motherly than Artemis?) Nonnus is
consistently perverse: throughout the story, his Aura wants nothing to do with
motherhood, and the further into that realm he pusIes her, the more she resists. She
simply cannot live with it, and she kills herself—Nonnus adds insult to her injury by
having her metamorphose into afountain.

There is aclear pattern in ancient literature which, incited by aprophetic dream,
takes girls from maidenhood to motherhood. Nausicaa and Tyro accept it quite happily;
Europa's reaction is ambiguous; Aeschylus' Jo is devastated but accepts her fate in the
end. Nonnus, however, will not let his Aura off so easily. He is aware of the pattern, and
in the final book of his epic he inflicts it upon agirl who, as he well knows, cannot
tolerate it. The consequences are horrendous, not only for Aura herself, but for her
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cannibalized baby and for the mass of shepherds and flocks she massacres upon
discover
ing what Dionysus has done. Furthermore, Aura's rape occurs as aresult of her
victimization of Artemis, an event more shocking and unprecedented than the retributive
punishment it brings upon Aura. This epyllion is aclear manifestation of Nonnus'
enthusiasm for paradox and perversion.
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CONCLUSION

One need not enjoy reading the Dionysiaca to recognize and appreciate that it is a
great accomplishment. Nonnus employs two unprecedented stylistic methods in the epic:
he uses his predecessors' words and themes perversely rather than respectfully, and he
narrates the poem in an unusually wide variety of genres, many of which were at the
height of their popularity in late antiquity. This epic is unlike any other primarily
because it is aproduct of those two compositional concepts. It is n6more useful to gauge
Nonnus' success by Homeric standards than it would be to gauge Homer's success by
Nonnian standards. They are both good poets. By using prior literature in away that is
novel for awriter of epic, Nonnus successfully avoids being ahèmipygeal Homer, while
simultaneously showing that he is familiar with both Homer's poems and his readers'
expectations. Nonnus knows what Homer says, and he knows in what way epic poets are
supposed to write. He is simply not interested in being an epigone. The Dionysiaca
proves that, even for an ancient epic poet, rivalry and deference were not the only options
when it came to their sources.
Nonnus' inclusion of different genres in the poem allows him to treat avariety of
other writers and works as he does Homer. The Pentheus episode of books 44 to 46,
composed of inversions of Euripides' Bacchae, is the most prominent and extensive of
these. The most important point that the episode brings to light is that Nonnus' treatment
of Euripides is no different from his treatment of Homer. We ought not to isolate the
latter and analyze it as something Nonnus does specifically and exclusively with Homer.
Because Nonnus is writing an epic, he naturally has no end of opportunities to work with
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(or, rather, against) Homeric material, but the Pentheus episode shows us that Nonnus'
methodremains the same, regardless of the genre or source he is using.
Book 48 features acharacter so tormented by Nonnian inversions that she selfdestructs, and even then Nonnus cannot resist burdening her with one final, eternal
indignity. In telling her story, he inverts acommon literary motif which, when employed
by Homer, Aeschylus, and Moschus, takes their maidens from childhood to motherhood
quite smoothly. Some of them suffer minor, or even major, distress at various stages of
their journeys, particularly if they are unwilling travellers. But Aura, fiercely obsessed
with virginity is another story, one that only Nonnus would tell. Her dream is
humiliating as well as prophetic, and it has terrible consequences, including the "rape" of
Artemis (a pervasive theme in the Dionysiaca, one of Nonnus' itrangest obsessions), a
massacre of flocks and herdsmen, acannibalized baby, and, finally, Aura's suicide and
metamorphosis. Aware of the elements of the story pattern through which mythological
maidens become mothers, Nonnus attaches it to thq character to whom it is least suited,
inverting several authors' work in the process. Nonnus' use of this poetic plot pattern on
the most inappropriate conceivable character is afitting and clever conclusion to an epic
whose deliberate perversions are what holds it together.
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